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ABSTRACI' 
The Eronanic Inpact of Potential Changes 
in Federal Grazing Policies on Ranchers 
in \'layne Comty , Utah 
by 
Kib El den Jacobson , 1·'13.ster of Sci ence 
Utah State University, 1981 
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The purpose of this study was to select an area in utah that was 
predcrninantly livestock oriented 1vhich used federal l ands for livestock 
grazing, and to devel op m::xlel ranches e:xenplifying the typical live-
stock operation in the area . These m::xlel ranches 1vere then used in a 
Budget Generator pr ogram (BG) and a Linear Programning frarrework (IP) 
to simulate reductions of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% reductions of BU1 
land usage . The results were then used to determine in=re changes , 
herd size changes , and resource usage in the rrodels as the reductions 
teak place . 
The area chosen was Wayne Comty , Utah because of the dep:ndence 
of the livest ock operators on BU1 land for livestock grazing in the 
winter . Also because the area was pr edominant ly livestock ori ented. 
A group of ranchers from southern Idaho was also included because of 
thei r usage of the BU1 l and in Wayne Comty . 
CHAPI'ER I 
INTIDDUCTICN 
Federally owned lands constitute over two-thirds of the total 
land area in the state of utah. These lands provide forage for live-
st=k and big gane, and are the pr:iJrary watersheds for nost of the 
rrajor streams and rivers that flON in the state. They are sources of 
t.inber and minerals for industry and provide recreation for all types 
of recreational enthusiasts. 
Livest=k operators, since the beginning of the industry in Utah 
have depended heavily on the use of these federal lands as a source of 
Im.!Ch of the forage for their livest=k. For exanple, during calendar 
year 1978, nearly 508 thousand head of dorrestic cattle, horses, sheep, 
a"ld goats renoved 830,295 anirral unit nonths (AUM's) of forage from 
lands in Utah (U.S.D.I. - BL'1, 1979) administered by the Bureau of 
Land Managerrent (BIM). Approxilretely 336,047 cattle, horses, sheep, 
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and goats v.=re also permitted to renove 648,342 AUM's of forage from 
lands administered by. the Forest Service in Utah During 1978 (U.S.D.A. -
Forest Service, 1978) . 
Federal agencies such as the Forest Service and BIM were estab-
lished to administer the use of Federal lands. With the increased 
derrand for non-agricultural use of federal lands, these federal agencies 
and their grazing policies are coming under extrerre pressure by non-
agricultural groups. Livestock operators are fearing the possibility 
of having their grazing privileges substantially reduced or eliminated. 
Backgrmmd of Problem 
Recent federal legislation--particularly the Federal Land Policy 
Act of 1976 and the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Pesources Planning 
Act of 1974--requires the estirration of benefits and =sts associated 
with any land use plan. This and other legislation has forced the 
Forest Service and BI.M to prepare Environnental Irrpact Statements 
(EIS) for all resource areas. However, it has been noted that rrost 
grazing EIS 's that have been published to date contain little economic 
analysis (Godfrey 1976). Much =ntroversy over the results of the 
EIS ' s and the policy changes have caused many groups and individuals 
to becarre concerned about the procedures and evaluations used by the 
BI.J.'l and Forest Service. 
In areas in Utah where EIS ' s have been done by the BI.M there 
have been reductions in grazing privileges ranging from mild to severe. 
In studies conducted in other states (Caton 1965, Bromley, Blanch, 
and Stoevener 1968, Malone and Detering 1969, Lewis and Taylor 1977) 
where the effects of reductions in grazing privileges were determined, 
it has been shown that rancher' s incorre would be decreased when the 
arrount of federal grazing was reduced. This decrease in rancher 
incorre also has an irrpact on local economies. As a result, local 
cormn.mities have =monly objected to reductions in the use of 
federal lands by domestic animals. 
Livestock operators in Utah are not only facing possible reduc-
tions, but also the total loss of their grazing privileges on federal 
lands. As a result, there is a need for infornation showing the 
possible economic effects these reductions can have on the livestock 
operators, and local canrnuni ties. 
Problem and Purpose of Study 
Any fX)licy changes by federal agencies can cause definite effects 
on users and user groups. Since li""'stock operators use the federal 
lands as a source of their li""'lihood they stand to be affected 
=siderably. Therefore, it is in"q::ortant that the data that fX)licy 
!!'akers of the federal agencies use should be ac=ate. 
When this study was started (Fall 1979) the procedures to be used 
by federal agencies to estimate the impact of changes in the use of 
federal lands by dcrrestic li""'stock had not been resolved. There was 
also concern expressed by local user groups about whether or not the 
federal agencies considered the total effect policy changes might have 
on the li""'stock industry of an area. 
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The purpose of this study was to complete an independent study of 
an area that was to have an EIS written about it by the BU1. The goals 
of the independent study were to derronstrate procedures which rray prove 
to be of value to the federal agencies in estimation of ilnpacts, and 
derive independent data which rray help ti'.e fX)licy !!'akers of the federal 
agencies I!'ake better decisions. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this thesis are: 
l. to estimate the impact on livestock operators ' incorre as 
grazing privileges on BL.'1 land are reduced. 
2. to estimate what changes, if any, livestock operators I!'ake 
in their operations as grazing privileges are reduced. 
3. to estimate the alternative feed sources, arro\IDt, and costs 
to supplerrent for feed loss due to reduction in the use of BIM lands. 
4. to detennine what alternative errployrrEI1t the livestock 
operators lt'aY use to supplerrent anticipated losses in incare resulting 
from reductions in the use of BLL'1 lands . 
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5. to detennine if Budget Generator and Linear Progranrning rrethods 
can be used to crnrplerrent each other and to derive TIDre =ncise inforlt'a-
tion for decision makers. 
CHAPl'ER II 
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 
An understanding of the t:t-.o analytical tools use::1 in this study 
is important to be able to canprehend the usage aP.d results thereof. 
A brief description of the Budget Generator and Linear Programming 
rrethods is contained in this chapter . This chapter also contains a 
brief review of studies a ssociated with livestock operations and 
reductions in public grazing that have use::1 these methods. 
Budget Ga~rator 
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The Budget Generator (ffi) is a canputer program developed to 
canpute enterprise budgets. The particular program use::1 in this study 
was origil'4lly devel oped by Oklahoma State University, adapted to the 
Burroughs computer by the Cooperative Extension Service, University of 
California , Davis , ard purchase::1 fran UC- Davis by the Econanics Depart-
ment at Utah State University . The ffi is use::1 to develop enterprise 
rudgets for livest=k ard/or crops . Basically, the BS is a budgeting 
approach where gross receipts are listed , and variable and fixed costs 
are subtracted to derive net returns . Activities are portrayed in 
monthly segments that allows a production cycle of any type of enter-
prise to be incorporated. As a result of the great flexibility of the 
program, enterprise budgets can be developed and altered. These 
rudgets can then becane aids to evaluate changes in the management 
of farm or r anch e.'lterprises . 
Linear Progranrning 
Linear programming (LP) is perhaps the rrost widely used technique 
concerned with the problem of allocating limited resources arrong 
co~ting activities in an opt.irral rranner . Since resource use involves 
costs and produces profits the LP problem is one of allocating resources 
to activities in such a rranner as to either maximize profits or minimize 
costs. The values of the activities are included in an objective 
function and the LP technique seeks to maximize or minimize the ob-
jecti ve function subject to a series of simultaneous equations, called 
constraints and/or limitations , which define the boundaries within 
which the objective function may be optimized. In this study the 
objective function was maximized to determine the returns to the 
livestock operator's land, capital and managenent. 
The mathematical form of the LP problem is: 
z=C1 JS_+C2 ~+ . . . . 
Subject to the constraints 
j = l • ~ •• m 
+A.X 
n] n 
Z = operator 's returns to land, capital, and managenent 
Ci costs or prices associated with an activity JS_ 
xi activity 
bj arrount of given resource available 
Aij = arrount of resource required by an activity Xi 
The output from the LP in this study shows the arrount of ret= 
as well as the resource mix which results from alternative levels of 
use of federal lands by livestock. 
Production Functions 
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The production functions for the BG and LP programs are fixed-
proportion or fixed-coefficient production functions. Fixed- coefficient 
production functions do not ]:ermit input substitution. Regardless of 
prices, the sarre =nbination of inputs will always be used to produce 
a given level of output. Economic efficiency requires that the minirrn.nn 
arrount of input be used to produce a given level of output. The fixed 
coefficient production function is written 
Y = minimum (a1 JS_, a2 JS, ..... . 
where 
Y = output 
ai L~e amount of input Xi used to produce a unit of Y1 
Xi input used to produce output Y 
In a fixed- coefficient production function input use will always 
be in a fixed ratio. Output is determined by the limiting input. 
Literature Review 
Several studies have shown the inpact that reductions of livestock 
grazing on federal lands can have on livestock oj:erators and the 
economies of associ ated cornmmities. The following is a brief revie1 
of the rrost recent studies that have used budgeting or LP rroclels. 
Caton (1965) develoj:ed ranch budgets for eight representative 
areas in the weste:m states and determined the short run and long run 
effects o f a 20% reduction o f grazing on federal lands. Bromley, 
Blanch, and Stoevener (1968) used the budget estimates fran Caton 
(1965) as input to an input/output l!Odel that was used to estimate the 
:irrpact a 20% reduction of federal land grazing would have on livestock 
operators and the <==Oiey' of Grant County, Oregon. Malone and Cetering 
(1969) also used an input/output l!Odel to estimate the :irrpact of a 20% 
reduction of federal land grazing on livestock operators and the econOiey" 
of Elko County, Nevada. Peryam and Olson (1975) used a linear program-
ming (LP) l!Odel to estimate the :irrpact that a 10 to 100% reduction in 
federal land grazing would have on the net in=-e and ranch resource 
organization of ranches in west central Wyoming. 
Olson and Jackson (1975) used basically the sarre procedure as 
Peryam and Olson to estimate the :irrpact of a 20 to 100% reduction in 
grazing on the net in=re and to identify possible alternatives for 
rraintaining e=nomical ranch operations for the south central Wyoming 
rrountain valley cattle ranches. Lewis and Taylor (1977) used an .LP 
rrodel to estimate the impact of a 10 to 100% reduction of federal land 
grazing on the livestock industry and economy of the Big Horn County , 
Wyaning. 
It is interesting to note that in each of the preceding studies 
the ranchers' net inCXJm2s and herd sizes were reduced. The e=nomies 
of the rural conmunities were affected, particularly the agricultural 
sectors, when a 20% or greater reduction in federal land grazing was 
induced. 
Bartlett, Taylor, and M::Kean (1979) developed enterprise budgets 
for livstock operators in Colorado. The budgets were incorporated 
into a linear program frarrework to determine the :irrpact of federal 
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grazing reductions. The study found that the greater the dependency a 
livestock operator has on federal grazing the ITDre severe the iJ1Fact. 
The ilrpact was expanded to regional and state levels . It was determined 
that for each federal AUM of grazing eliminated, $86.25 in business 
sales and . 73 man-days are lost by the state's economy. 
Bailey (1980) developed a rracroeconomic analysis using secondary 
inforrration in an LP m:x:lel to evaluate the :Urpact of grazing reductions 
on federal lands. The m:x:lel analyzed 25 and 50% reductions of federal 
land grazing with short and long run ilrplications for different regions 
of the United States. The JTDdel consisted of different types of 
livestock and the feeds, including federal grazing, that were fed to 
the livestock jn the regions specified. As federal land grazing was 
reduced, the JTDdel determined ho;v much of alternative feeds and 
associated costs it \vould take to conpensate for the loss of public 
grazing. For the Utah region additional feed was ilrported from otbEr 
regions, causing additional costs and reduced rancher in coree. 
lbst of the studies reviewed estir.ated the :Urpact the reductions 
would have on the rancher's net incorre, the commmi ty' s econo~, or 
the rancher's resource organization . Only one study (Olson and Jackson 
1975) dealt with the rancher's possible land changes such as .increases 
in acreage for hay production. All the studies estinated net incorre 
decreases as use of federal lands were reduced. Peryam and Olson (1975) 
suggested that a rancher nay try to supplerrent his anticipated loss in 
incorre by increasing hay sales. 
Nef (1979) developed an LP m:x:lel to determine effects of drought 
conditions on farrrers and ranchers in different regions of the U.S. 
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The rrain enphasis was on utah. c:ne conclusion that was drawn from the 
results was that utah producers have an advantage over other regions in 
producing beef, pork and milk as long as locally produced feeds are 
available. This includes forage from federal lands. 
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rnAPI'ER III 
ME:l'HOOOLOGY 
The data used in this study was from priltary sources. Selected 
livestock operators from an area were interviewed. The results of the 
interviews were compiled and IIDdel ranches were developed from the 
data to represent different types and sizes of operations. 
Data Collection 
The livestoc~ operators selected for this study are operators 
who graze their livestock on BIM land called the Henry M::nmtain Resource 
Area which is located in Wayne and Garfield connties between the 
Canyonlands National Park and Capitol Reef National Park. This area 
is considered to be primarily dese-~ land (Bagley 1980) except for the 
Henry M::lnntain range. M::lst land in the area is !1\'l!laged by the BIM. 
The Henry M::lnntain Resource Area was chosen because (1) the BIM 
plans to write an EIS for this area, (2) it is located between two 
national parks which results in recreation de!l'a!lds for use of the area 
by non-agricultural groups, (3) livestock operators depend on this 
area for winter grazing (4) and the e=omy of Wayne Connty is heavily 
dependent on the livestock industry. 
M::lst of the operators that use the Henry M:lnntain Resource Area 
live in the IDa-Bicknell area of Wayne Connty, Utah. Other operators 
live in Hanksville (Wayne Connty), Green River (Eirery Connty), and 
southern Idaho. There are cattle operators, sheep operators, and 
a::rrbination cattle and sheep operators. The majority of the operators 
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graze livestock on the forest during the sumrer and the Henry M:nmtain 
Resource Area (BIM D=sert) during the winter. 
The livestock industry is one of the !l'ajor industries in Wayne 
Cmmty. other industries include: agriculture related businesses 
(feed mill, etc.) , logging, mining, and tourism. Businesses within 
the =mtmity are: schools, stores, gas stations, city offices, etc. 
other businesses are comty offices, Forest Service offices, and BIM 
offices. 
A group of 30 OJ:erators were selected by the ccmty agent (Verl 
Bagley) fran a list of permittees on the Henry Mountain Resource Area. 
The operators were selected to be representative of the type and size 
of operations in the area that used the BU1 D=sert for winter grazing. 
This group also included all of the livestock OJ:erators (4) whose 
base property is located in southern Idaho and used the Wayne County 
BU-4-I:esert for winter grazing. These operators were included because 
they represented a sarrewhat unique user group. 
The success of the data collection was enhanced significantly 
through the active cooperation and help given by the Wayne Cotmty 
Extension Agent, Verl Bagley. All oorrespcndence and questionnaires 
that were sent to the livestock Oj:erators were reviewed by him for his 
advice and approval . 1-bst of the livestock operators interviewed were 
contacted by Mr. Bagley and asked to cooperate in the study. Mr. Bagley 
also arranged two group rreetings with livestock operators, one prior to 
the interviews and the other after oorrpilation of the data. 
The purpose of the first group rreeting was to explain the study 
and to obtain input fran livestock operators. The livestock operators 
approved of the study and offered cooperation. 
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Once the livestock operators were selected and the rorrespondence 
and qt.Estionnaires were approved, a qt.Estionnaire and letter explaining 
the nature of the study were sent to each livestock operator selected. 
Copies of the letter and questionnaire can be found in Appendix A and 
Appendix B. l-fuen the livestock operators had received the question-
naires, they were allcmed to review it, and were subsequently rontacted 
and a tirre was set for a personal interview. 
In t.he intervie\~ the questionnaire was filled out. The que.sti.ans 
were designed to obtain information on the livestock operator's 
operation. The mjor inputs, outputs, and capital investrrents of the 
operation for the year 1979 were the mjor concerns of the questionnaire. 
Ranchers contacted cooperated in the study by providing the 
information requested. The data obtained from these interviews was 
the primary data used in the study. 
Other data (price of feed, fuel, equirxrent, etc. ) were obtained 
from businesses that operated in the area. Livestock prices were ob-
tained from the North Salt lake Livestock Auction for the period when 
the livestock would have been sold from the operations. Tax rates and 
mill levies used were obtained from Wayne County county offices. 
Insurance rates were obtained from the Utah Farm Bureau Insurance 
Corrpany. 
The data from each operator was used to develop a budget depicting 
the operation for the year 1979. The fomat for the budgets was the BG 
Livestock Budget Preparation Form. A ropy of the preparation form can 
be found in Appendix C. After the budgets were developed for each 
operator, they were categorized ac=rding tc size and/or type of 
operation. The following categories were reveloped: 
l. M:xlel Ranch 90 = operatcrs with l to 100 head of cows 
2. MJdel Ranch 160 - operatcrs with 101 tc 200 head of oows 
3. M:xlel Ranch 430 - operators with rrore than 200 head of oows 
4. Mxlel Ranch Cattle and Sheep - operators with cattle and 
sheep corrbination 
5. Mxlel Ranch So. Idaho - operators fran southern Idaho 
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Mxlel ranch budgets were reveloped from the data of each category. 
Once the rrodel ranch budgets were developed , a rreeting was held with 
the livestock operators in Wayne Cmmty. The purpose of the rreeting 
was to give the livestock operators a chance to respond to the inputs, 
outputs, prices, and capital investrrent for the different rrodel ranch 
budgets developed. Hinor changes were recorrrrended, but the rrodel 
ranch budgets were generally accepted by the livestock operators as 
being representative of operations in the area. 
Assumptions for M:xlel Ranches 
Several assumptions were rrade in developing the budgets for the 
rrod:l ranches . Tre following are the prirrary assumptions ItEde: 
l. The base year (1979) is =nsidered to be a "norrral" year. 
2 . All prices of inputs , and outputs were 1979 prices or an 
average for the year 1979. Livestock prices used were the prices that 
V.Jere at North Salt Lake auction at tine of sale of livestock . 
3 . The rrodel ranches are assurred to be using all their resources 
for the base year. (e.g . no unused private pasture , alfalfa, etc.) 
4. Hcxre grown feeds (alfalfa , barley and pasture) Here assurred 
tc be raised on the ranch and used in the M:xlel ranch budgets at the 
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costs of production. The costs of production were: alfalfa - $40/ t on, 
barley - $3 . 00/a-.t, and pasture - $8/Aill1. The costs of production were 
used in the budget because it was assurred that rnarlcet value was the 
cost of production plus handling, transportation, and a profit margin. 
A rancher w::mld not have to pay handling and transportation costs for 
feeding his own pr ivate feed, and any profit margin gained by the 
rancher for feeding his own private feed would accrue to his operation. 
5. Additional feed (alfalf;.., barl ey, and pasture) needed beyond 
the arrounts grown on base properties were assurred to be purchasable . 
The values assurred were : alfalfa - $56/fon, barley - $5.50/ 0lt, and 
pasture at $10/ Aill1. 
6. The 1979 taxes on land , equiprent , and livestock were used. 
7. The 1979 values of l and, equiprent and livestock were used . 
8. The nurrl:ler of grazing permits for BIM Cesert and Forest 
Service for the m:xlel ranches were derived by taking an average of the 
livestock operators grazing penni ts in each category . 
9. Interest rates for land were obtained from the Federal Land 
Bank Association in Richfield , utah for 1979. Interest rates for 
operating capital were obtained from the Production Credit Association 
in Richfield, utah for the year 1979 . These rates were used in all the 
rrodels. Actual rates paid by ranchers rray vary from the rat es used in 
the study . 
10. It was assurred that the total nurrl:ler of AUMs of rented 
pasture was determined by the season length and the nurrl:ler of CCMS in 
the m:xlel ranch . For example, during the winter period Noverrber to 
!-By, there rray be only three cauplete rronths when pasture can be used . 
If an operator has 100 CONS, then the total ntl!IDer of winter pasture 
Aill1s he could rent would be 300 Aill1s. This established the physical 
availability of pasture in the models. 
11. It was assured that there was no limit on the anount of 
alfalfa hay that =uld be purchased. 
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12. The rrethods by which BLM-Cesert winter range usage =uld be 
reduced are 1} reduce the nurrber of livestock permitted on the desert, 
2} shortening the grazing season by not allowing livestock on the 
desert until later in the fall, and 3} shortening the grazing season 
by taking the livestock off the desert earlier in the spring. M=thod 
3 was chosen for simulating the BLM-Cesert reductions for this study. 
It was asslll!ed that usage during the spring would be the first cuts 
rrade. Additional cuts would be rrade during the winter usage and fall 
usage would be the last cut. The rrethod by which the reductions are 
rrade should have little effect on the overall results of this study 
because the sarre alternative feed sources are used during the winter 
grazing period. 
Assmptions for Bu::lget Generator 
'lhe Budget Generator assumptions outlined in Cllapter II still hold. 
Sarre of them are rrade nore explicit and additional assurptions specific 
to this stu::ly are added. 
l. The coefficients developed by UC-Davis for fuel and lubrica-
tion repair expense, depreciation, and interest for equiprrent and 
rrachinery were used in the BG with the model. 
2. The coefficients for determining interest and depreciation on 
livestock were those used by UC-Davis . 
3. The procedure for determining interest on operating capital 
for the production year incorporated in the BG by UC-Davis was used. 
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4 . The rrachinery and equiprrent used in BG was determined by vihat 
rrachinery was rrost =mon and needed by the different categories of 
livestock operators. MJst rrachinery and equiprent used by the rrodel 
ranches were the sarre size and type, but the hours used or miles 
driven differed according to usage and size of livestock operations. 
5. Total labor hours •.-~hich were divided between livestock labor, 
rrachinery labor and equiprrent labor were determined by the nunt>er of 
labor hours required per oow and/or use according to size of herd. 
For ex:arrple, a large livestock operator would require less labor hours 
per animal than a small livestock operator. These labor hour ratios 
were taken from studies conducted by the ESCS (USDA ESCS, 1980) for the 
interrrountain region . 
6. Feeding rates, procedures , and feed selection were typical of 
the area of study. 
7. As the BIM-Desert grazing reductions were simulated in the 
BG, it was assurred that herd size in the rrodel ranches would rerrain the 
sarre, and alfalfa hay and pasture would be bought to compensate for 
the loss of BU~-Desert grazing. 
Assumptions for IJ.near Prograrrrning 
The following linear prograrrrning assumptions are additional to 
the ones made in Chapter II. 
l. The total quantity of a given resource used must equal the 
sun of the quantities of that resource used by the individual activities. 
2. All activities and variable s must be greater than or equal 
t o ze=. 
3. There is a kn= number of activities and variables. 
4. The changes in livestock numbers and changes in resource 
usage nay not always seem logical, but they do result in rrrud.rrn.rrn net 
returns. 
5. All forage resources used were converted to equivalent units 
of AIJMs and the costs were in porr AlJM values. 
Simulation of BIM-Cesert Grazing Reductions 
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Five different solutions were considered in this study for each 
rrodel ranch: 1) the Base Situation, 2) a 25 r:ercent reduction in BLI.'l-
Cesert, 3) a 50 porrcent reduction in BIM-Cesert grazing, 4) a 75 r:ercent 
reduction in lili.'l-Cesert grazing, and 5) a 100 r:ercent reduction in 
ElM-desert grazing. These five solutions were detennined using both 
the BG and LP. 
The Base Situation depicted how the ranchers were or:erating for 
the year 1979. The other solutions estinated h= the ranchers might 
adjust the use of resources as the BIM-Cesert grazing was reduced. 
Adjustrrents in miles traveled by the vehicles were nade to sh= less 
trips out to the range as the grazing reductions increased. 
Used together the BG and the LP rrodels p=vided costs, inputs, 
outputs, and net returns of the rrodel ranches at the different levels 
of reductions, along with an optinal resource mix in order to obtain 
rna."illnum returns. This procedure p=vided infornation with rrore 
d.:llrensions that could be used in reaching nanagerrent decisions . 
CllAPI'ER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter ccntains the results of the different reductions of 
BIM !Esert as applied to the rrodel ranches by both the BG and LP 
programs. The chapter is broken down into the five different rrodel 
ranches. Each m:xlel ranch is presented separately beginning With the 
base year. The results of each simulation (percent reduction in use 
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of BIM lands) are presented and discussed. It is important that the 
assumptions presented in previous chapters be kept in mind while analyz-
ing the results. 
The procedures used to determine inputs, outputs, and values were 
used basically the sarre way in all the rrodels. These procedures are 
explained in detail in the first rrodel (1-bdel Ranch 90). 
The results of the BG and LP nay differ in each rrodel although the 
ccsts and inputs used are the sarre. This is because the BG is a 
budgeting program that lists inputs and ccsts, vihereas the LP optinally 
allocates resouroes to maximize profits. Furthenrore, the herd size 
was not changed in the BG whereas herd size was alloved to vary in 
the LP rrodels. 
1-bdel Ranch 90 
1-bdel Ranch 90 represented livestock operations with herd sizes 
of l - 100 head of cows. There were six ranchers whose operations were 
included in this group. The herd sizes ranged from 60 to 100 head of 
ccws, with the average herd size being 90 head of oows. Data from the 
ranchers were used to develop a rrodel typical of the ranchers ' opera-
tions. A ccpy of the enterprise budget is in Appendix D. 
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Listed below are production assumptions dealing specifically with 
this nodel generat ed from the ranchers' data for the year 1979. 
l. The average herd size was 90 oows (the number of b:rood caws 
detennines the herd size). In addition to the brood cows there were 
bulls , yearlings, replaoaqent heifers, and sometimes horses. 
2. The number of replacement heifers was 12 (heifer replacement 
rate of 13%) . 
3. The number of calves weaned was 68 (weaning rate of 75%). 
4. The number of yearlings sold "laS 56. This was the number of 
calves weaned less the nurrber of replacerrent heifers kept. This 
represented a calf crop selling rate of 62%. 
5. The number of cull cows sold was 10 (cull cow rate of 11%). 
6 . There was one bull replaced per year. 
7. There was a death loss of 2%. 
8. Ninety head of cattle were permitted to graze on the BU1-
r:esert ":inter range. 
9. Ninety head of cattle were pennitted to graze on the Forest 
sliT!IlEr range. 
BG Results 
The receipts, oosts, and returns for M:xlel Ranch 90 for Base 
Situation are presented in Table l. The inputs and outputs for the 
rrodel ranch were typical of the ranchers ' operations. 
The number of units of machinery fuel, lubrication and repair 
were detennined by the number of hours the machinery was used. This 
inclt.rled tractors, manure spreader, etc . For vehicles , suc.l-1 as pickup 
trucks, and larger trucks, the miles driven were used. The hours used 
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'Cabl e 1 . BG r:odel ranch 90 base situation . 
Receipts Quantity Unit Ave. wt. Price/cwt TOtal Value 
Yearling Steers 34 Head 575 84.65 $16,569 
Yearling Heifers 22 Head 252 74.62 8,619 
Cull Q:1.ls 10 Head 950 45.38 4,311 
Cull Bull 1 Head 1,250 59.25 _2£ 
L TOtal Receipts '$30,240 
TOtal Receipts;Eead* 336.00 
cash Costs lt>tal Cost Cost/Head* 
mM-Desert Pel:mit 850 $ 9.44 
Forest Pettlit 731 8.12 
Pasture 2,352 26.13 
Alfalfa Hay 4,805 53.39 
Barley 510 5.67 
Bloat Guard 260 2.89 
Salt 169 1.88 
CUstan Hauling 270 3.00 
Vet. & 1-Wicine 357 3.97 
1·1ach. Fuel, Lube, & Repair 3,161 35.12 
Equip. Lube & Repair 67 . 74 
LalxJr 3, 790 42.11 
Land Tax 1,680 18.67 
other Tax 549 6.10 
Insurance 88 .98 
Int. on cperating Capital 1,472 16.36 
2. TOtal cash Costs $21,111 $234.57 
other Costs 
3. Depreciation $ 2,647 $ 29.41 
4. Interest on Capital Investnent 8,147 90.30 
5 . Interest on Land Investnent 12,445 138.28 
6. 'lbtal other Costs (3+4+5) $23,219 $257.99 
'lbtal All Costs (2-Hi) $44,330 $492.58 
7. Net cash In=te (1-2) 9,129 101.43 
8. Net Ranch In=te (7-3) 6,482 72.02 
9. Ret= to Land Investnent (S-4) -1,645 
-18.28 
Ret= to Operator (9-5) -14,090 
-156.56 
*DeteJ:mined by dividing by herd size-90 head. 
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or miles driven were multiplied by coefficients, set up in the BG that 
equated the number of tmits of fuel, lubrication, and repair. These 
units were then multiplied by a per tmit oost to obtain total value 
for machinery fuel, lubrication, and repair. 
Fquiprrent included the inproverrents, i.e., barns, oo=als, grain 
bins, squeeze chutes, etc. It also included items not listed under 
machinery like a travel trailer. 
The number of units of equiprrent lubrication and repair were 
determined by the valLE of the items and the life exp=ctancy of each 
item multiplied by a coefficient developed in the BG. The tmits were 
then multiplied by a cost per tmit to obtain total cost of equiprrent 
lubrication and repair. 
The oost for interest on operating capital was also determined in 
the BG. The total oost of the inputs for each nonth were calculated. 
The total oost of the inputs for each rronth was multiplied by . 9858%, 
which reflects an annual interest rate of 11.83% (1979). The interest 
charge for each rronth was determined by multiplying the figure developed 
above by the number of nonths left from that rronth ~mtil the sale 
nonth (when yearlings were sold). The sarre procedure vJaS folla.>ed 
for all the nonths in the production cycle. The interest charge for 
each rronth of the production cycle were then added to obtain total oost 
of interest on operating capital. 
Capital invest:rrent was the noney invested in livestock, rnachinery, 
and equiprrent. For the rrodels of this study the ano1.n1t of rroney assurred 
invested was determined by multiplying the items of livestock, rnachinery, 
and equiprrent by the 1979 market value of the item. 
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Interest on capital investrrent was the interest charged against the 
rroney invested in capital. The interest charge was detennined by 
multiplying the arrount invested by an arumal interest rate of ll.83% 
(1979 rate) . 
Land investrrent was the arrount of nuney invested in land by the 
rancher. For the rrodels of this study, the arrount invested was deter-
mined by multiplying the nurrber of acres =ed by the 1979 narket value. 
Interest on land investrrent was the interest charged against the 
rroney invested in land. 'Ihe interest charge was detennined by multi-
pl ying the arrount invested by an annual interest rate of 9.5% (1979 
rate). 
Tbe capital investrrent and land investrrent for the rrodels actually 
represented the indebtedness the ranchers would have had had the 
ranchers !::ought them in 19 79. However, the ranchers intervi~d had 
been in operation for sorre tirre and would not have the arrount of 
indebtedness sh= in the rrodels. Since in the interviews it was not 
thought I!Eildatory to detennine indebtedness and equity of the ranchers, 
actual capital and land investrrents for the ranchers v.ere not detennined. 
'Ihe arrounts for capital and land investrrent in the rrodels were 
established to derronstrate opportunity cost. The costs for interest on 
capital and land investrrents were assurred to be opportunity costs. 
In other words , if the rancher was able to sell all his capital (live-
stock , rrachinery and equiprrent) at 1979 narket value and invest the 
rroney at the annual rate of 11.83% he would be able to rrake the arrount 
s~ in the tables for interest on capital investrrent . For M:Xlel 
Ranch 90 the arrount would be $8,127. The sarre is true for land invest-
rent . If the rancher was to sell all his land at 1979 rrarket value and 
invest the rroney at the arumal rate of 9. 5% he would be able to l!l3ke 
the ai!Dunt shown in the tables for interest on land investrrent. For 
M:xlel Ranch 90 the ai!Dunt would be $12 ,445. 
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The ai!Dunt of retum to the operator of $14 , 090 , indicated that 
the rrodel ranch did not llEke enough to cover opportunity costs. 
However, for this study opportunity cost was not a major concern, but 
i t does indicate that the ranchers may be able to increase their retum 
if their capital was invested in other al temati ves. 
For this study the main concern was net ranch incorre, which is 
return to land, capital, and managerrent. The net ranch incorre for this 
rrodel was $6,482, or $72.02 per head. If there were no debts outstand-
ing against .the ranch, and tr.e cost of labor, which was probably all 
the rancher's, is added to the net ranch incorre a reasonable incorre 
could be made ~10,272). If there are debts against the ranch then 
the incorre is less, and the ranchers with operations of this size will 
probably need outside jobs. Four of the six ranchers interviewed had 
either the husband or wife working outside jobs which suggests that 
these operators need to supplerrent farm incorre. 
Once the Base Situation was established for the BG, then the 
reduction sinrulations of the BLM-D=sert were applied. The results of 
the sinulations are presented in Table 2 . The sinulations were develop-
ed by reducing the total nurrber of BLM-D=sert Pennit AUMs in the Base 
Situation by 25%, 50%, 75% or 100%. This was accomplished by shortening 
the grazing period beginning in the spring tine, then winter and last 
to be eliminated was the fall grazing. For exanple, in M:xlel Ranch 90 
Base Situation there were 450 AUMs in the BIM-D=sert Pe:rmit costing a 
total of $850. A 25% reduction in the BIM- Desert would reduce the 
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Table 2 . BG r.odel ranch 90 sirnulations. 
Receipts Quantity Unit Ave. wt. Price/CWt. Total Value 
Yearling Steers 34 Head 575 84.75 $16,569 
Yearling Heifers 22 Head 525 74.62 8,619 
Olll Cows 10 Head 950 45.38 4,311 
Olll Bull 1 !!eiO:J. 1,250 59.25 ~ 
~Receipts $30,240 
Bil1-Desert Reductions 
cash COsts 25% 50% 75% 
Bill-Desert Pel:mi t 638* 425* 213* a• 
Forest Pel:mi t 731 731 731 731 
Pasture 2,352 2,352 2,352 3,252* 
Alfalfa Hay 6,695* 8,585* 10,475* 10,853* 
Barley 510 510 510 510 
Bloat Guard 260 260 260 260 
Salt 169 169 169 169 
custan Hauling 260 260 238* 0* 
Vet. & r-alicine 357 357 357 357 
Mach. Fuel, lube & Repair 3,031* 2,875* 2, 745* 2,615* 
Equip. Lube & Repair 67 67 67 67 
Labor 3,790 3, 790 3, 790 3, 790 
Ian:i Tax 1,680 1,680 1,680 1,680 
Other Tax 549 549 549 549 
Insurance 88 88 88 88 
Interest en Operating capi tal 1,674* 1,886* 1, 996* ~· 
Total cash COsts $22,861 $24,594 $26,220 $26,955 
Other COsts 
Depreciation 2,600* 2,538* 2, 491* 2,444* 
Interest on capital Invest . 8 , 086* 8, 028* 7' 987* 7. 946* 
Interest en Land Investment 12,445 12,445 12 , 445 12,445 
Total Otl= COsts $23,131 $23,011 $22,923 $22,835 
Total All COsts $45,992 $47,605 $49,-163 $49,790 
Net cash Inc:Jre 7,379 5,646 4,020 3,285 
Net Ranch Inca:re 4,779 3,108 1,529 841 
Petum to Land Investrrent -3,307 -4,920 -6,458 - 7,105 
Petum to Operator -15,752 -17,365 -18,903 -19,550 
"!his cost has either increased or decreased fran tl>a base situation 
cost. 
number of AUMs to 337 .5 costing a total of $638. This figure is 
presented in the total cost column for the ElM-Desert Pemit under 
a 25% reduction in Table 2. 
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In Table 2 by sane of the figures there are asterisks (*). These 
asterisks were placed there to indicate costs that have either increased 
or decreased from the Base Situation cost. The other costs not JT13rked 
by asterisks have rerrained the sanE as in the Base Situation. 
In the BG m:xlels it was assll!TEd that the ranchers would either buy 
pasture at $10.00 an AUM, if available, or buy alfalfa at $56 per ton 
to =-qJensate for the loss of BIM-Desert forage . Pasture would be the 
first bought if there was no seasonal constraint. In Wayne County 
there is no pasture in the winter unless it is private desert pasture, 
but only a limited nurrber of ranchers have private desert pasture . 
The total cost for pasture would not change between the Base 
Situation, a 25%, a 50%, and 75% reduction reflecting that no pasture 
would be bought because of seasonal constraint. Ho'"-'=ver, a 100% reduc-
tion of the BI11-Desert PeD!lit did == during the fall, allowing the 
renting of approxirrately 90 AUMs in addition to the private pasture. 
The JTI3rket value of rented pasture for 1979 was $10 per Aill1, and the 
additional expense of rented pasture would be $900. This added to the 
cost of private pasture detEDllined the pasture cost of $3,252, for a 
100% reduction . 
The total cost for alfalfa did increase between the Base Situation 
and a 25% reduction. The ranchers would have to buy approxirrately 33.75 
tons of alfalfa in addition to their private alfalfa . M.!ltiplying the 
tonage bought by the JT13rket value of alfalfa $56 (1979) determined that 
the annunt spent for additional alfalfa would be $1,890. Adding this 
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figure to the cost of the private alfalfa detennined the total cost of 
alfalfa hay to be $6,695. 
The ranchers in \'layne ColiDty who have BLM-Cesert Penni ts make 
trips to the desert to check on their cattle. As the grazing period is 
shortened then it was assurred that the ranchers would make fewer trips 
to the desert. This is reflected in Table 2 with the cost of rrachinery, 
fuel, lubrication and repair being less than in the Base Situation. 
This was acconplished in the BG by reducing the nt.mber of miles driven 
in the pickups . With a 25% reduction the rancher would have had $130 
less expense with the rrachinery fuel, lubrication and repair than in 
the Base Situation. 
The ranchers hire a semi-truck and driver to haul cattle to the 
desert in the fall, and to haul them back in the spring. The custom 
hauling charge is detennined by a fee assessed per loaded mile. In 
the fall of 1978 the fee was $1.10 per loaded mile. In the spring of 
1979 it was a $1.40 per loaded mile. The custom hauling charges as 
explained were incorporated in the BG Base Situation. However, in 
the simulations when a 75% reduction was simulated the cattle were 
assurred hauled to the desert in the fall and hauled back to the ranch 
a short tine after, before the loaded mile charge increased causing a 
decrease in the cost of custom hauling. Of course, there was no cost 
of custom hauling with a 100% reduction because no cattle were hauled 
to the desert. 
The change in the inputs would cause a change in the arrount of 
operating capital. With the increase in the cost of alfalfa hay being 
rrore than both the decrease in BI11-Cesert and rrachinery fuel, lubrica-
tion, and repair, there was a need for rrore operating capital. 
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Therefore, the interest charge on the oferating capital increased over 
the Base Situation . A 25% reduction in the ELM-Desert Pennit caused 
the interest on Oferating capital to increase from $1 , 472 in the Base 
Situation to $1 , 674 , an increase of $202 . 
Depreciation and interest on capital investment costs for machinery 
decreased in the simulations from the Base Situation because the 
vehicl es made l ess trips to the desert in the simulat ions . These costs 
are determined by the age and life expectancy of the vehicles . The 
age and life expectancy in turn are determined by miles dri '-61. 
Since the herd s ize rEnlained the same in all the EG BIM- Desert 
reduction simulations , the receipts were assumed to remaL~ the same 
also. The receipts fer head, and cost per head , were eliminated in 
Table 2 due to the space constraint and were not needed for analyzing . 
To better explain the changes in net ranch inoorre bet:lveen the 
simulations for M:xlel Ranch 90, Table 3 was established . The net 
ranch incomes for the Base Situati on and all the simulations are 
presented in the top l ine . 
Table 3 . BG model ranch 90 net ranch inCXJITES. 
BIM-Desert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Net Ranch Inoorre 6,481 4, 779 3,108 1,529 841 
I.Dss in Income 0 1, 702 1, 671 1 , 579 688 
Per cent Loss in Income 0 25% 35% 51% 45% 
Cumulative Loss in Income 0 1, 702 3 , 373 4 , 952 5 , 640 
Cumulative Percent Loss in Income 0 26% 52% 76% 87% 
The next line, loss in incorre, represents the loss in in=re 
betl~ each simulation. For instance, going from Base t o a 25% 
reduction would cause a loss of incorre of $1, 702 which represents a 
2 6% loss in incorre . 
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A loss of incorre of $1,671 would == between a 25% reduction and 
a 50% reduction which represents a 35% loss in incorre . This type of 
incorre loss was established to sha.v the incorre loss betlveen each 
simulation. The incnre losses predict ha.v much in=rre would be lost 
from one reduction to the next. 
The curnulati ve loss in incare is the incorre loss between the Base 
Situation and each simulation. The cumulative loss in incorre between 
Base and a 50% reduction would be $3,373, which represents a cumulative 
percent loss in incare of 52%. A cumulative loss in in=rre between 
Base ' s net ranch incorre and a 75% reduction would te $4 , 952 which 
represents a 76% loss in incorre. The cumulative loss in inoorre was 
est~lished to demonstrate the incorre loss that would have oc=red if 
the ranchers went from the Base Situation to a 25% reduction , or to a 
50% reduction , or to a 75% reduction, or to a 100% reduction of the 
BU1-cesert Permit . 
The cumulative percent loss in incorre in Table 3 is almost directly 
related to the percent reduction in BU1- cesert . A 25% reducti on =uld 
cause a 26% cumulative loss in incare . A 50% reduction would cause a 
52% cumulstive loss in incorre. A 75% reduction would cause a 76% 
cumulative loss in incnre. 
LP !'bdel cevelof<!Eilt 
The LP model was used : l) to estimate what an optimal herd size 
"-Duld be under the =nditions of the BUt-cesert reduction simulations 
2) to determine whether a weaner calf selling activity or a yearling 
selling activity was rrost profitable 3) to determine which feeds or 
forage available to the ranchers would be used and haw IlU.Ich would be 
used as the sillU.Ilations were applied 4) to determine the maximum 
return available to the ranchers in each sillU.Ilation. 
The LP rrodels in this study used the sarre inputs, costs , and 
valres as the BG rrodels. The valres and inputs for the LP rrodel for 
M::xlel Ranch 90 were derived frc:m the BG M::xlel Ranch 90 Base Situation 
presented in Table 1. The structure of the LP rrodels, however, did 
not penni t inputs, costs , and values to be as e:xplici t as in the BG. 
The values or costs for the inputs are combined into activities that 
use them. The rratrix as set up for the LP lbdel Ranch 90 and the 
explanations of the colurms (activities) and raws (constraints) are 
pres~1ted in Appendix E. 
LP Results 
It was decided to derronstrate tv.D alternatives that ranchers rray 
operate under as the simulation of BU1- D2sert reductions are applied 
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to the LP rrodel. One alternative (Alternative I) was t:,'lat the ranchers 
rray decide to use all of their private feed (alfalfa hay and pasture). 
This was accc:mplished in the LP r.odel by requiring the rrodel to utilize 
all the ranchers ' own alfalfa hay and pasture with the other resouroes. 
Alternative II was that the ranchers rray alter the usage of 
private feed in their operations to maximize profits. This was 
accarrplished by allowing the LP program to select the arrount of the 
ranchers' own alfalfa hay and pasture which when used with the other 
resources maximized profits. 
Once the LP rrodel was run, either for Alternative I (full use of 
private feed) or Alternative II (selected use of private feed), the 
value for the rrodel was the return above variable costs. The fixed 
costs (taxes, insurance, and depreciation) then were subtracted to 
obtain net ranch incorre . These costs were calculated by the BG for 
each reduction simulation. The following illustrates how net ranch 
incorre for the LP M:xlel Ranch 90 was obtained for both Alternative I 
and Alternative II in the Base Situation. 
Return above variable cost for Alternative I 
Less 
land tax 
equiprrent tax & insurance 
machinery tax & insurance 
depreciation on equiprrent & machinery 
Net Ranch Income for Alternative I 
1,680 
78 
243 
1,539 
$9,803 
$6,263 
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The procedure shown above is how the net ranch incorres were determined 
for all LP llDdels. 
The net ranch incomes for the LP !beJel Ranch 90 and the resource 
organization under the two alternative ways of feeding for each reduc-
tion simulation are presented in Table 4. The a=unt of AUHs used of 
each feed resource and the herd size are optimal as determined by the 
LP rrodel under the constraints . The net ranch incorres are the maximum 
profits achievable under the constraints. 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
The resource organization presented in Table 4 under Alternative 
illustrates how a rancher could utilize his resources in an optinel 
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way if he decided to use all of his private feed. In the Base Situation 
under Alternative I the ranchers could operate with a herd size of 108 
cows if the feed sources sh01vn were available . The number of yearlings 
sold would be 6 7. The figure, 6 7, was determined in the LP rrodel by a 
percentage of b'1e herd size. The rancher would use all of the BLM-
r::esert Permit (450 AUMs), forest permit (360 Aill1s) , private pasture 
(294 Aill1s), and private alfalfa (400 AUMs) available. The rancher also 
1vould rent all the winter pasture (102 Aill1s) , and spring pasture (102 
AlJ1'1s), available , but only 140 /\U11s of the possible 510 AU1-1s of slll11ITEr 
pasture would be rented. The net ranch incare would be $6 , 263. 
A ELM-Desert reduction of 25% would decrease the number of BL11-
r::esert Permits from 450 to 337 AU1-1s . This cut 1vould cause ranchers to 
reduce their herd size from 108 cows to 93 cows . The rancher would use 
the same resources as in the Base except only 75 AUl"ls of surrrrer pasture 
would be rented. The net ranch in=re fell from $6,263 to $5 , 071. 
A 50% reduction of the Bilt-r::esert Permit AU11s would decrease the 
number to 225 AU1-1s . The herd size would have to be reduced to 87 cows. 
The rancher would use the resources the same as before except that only 
9 AU1-1s of surrrrer pasture would be rented. The net r anch incarre would 
be $3,897 . 
A 75% reduction reduces the number of BIN-r::esert Permit Affi.'l.s to 
ll2 AU11s. The herd size would have to be reduced to 36 coos. The 
rancher would use the sources as before except that no surrurer pasture 
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Table 4. L1? rrodel ranch 90 resource organization. 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
BU1 Cesert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
tl::l. of Caws 108 98 87 86 86 
tl::l. of Yearlings Sold 67 61 54 53 53 
Bil1-Cesert Permit AUHs 450 337 225 112 0 
Forest Permit Aill1s 360 360 360 360 360 
CMn Alfalfa Aill1s 400 400 400 400 400 
Bought Alfalfa Aill1s 0 0 0 96 209 
Private Pasture Hinter Aill1s 12 12 12 12 12 
Private Pasture Spring Aill1s 102 102 102 102 103 
Private Pasture Sll!lll1er Aill1s 180 180 180 180 180 
Rented Pasture Winter Aill1s 102 102 102 102 102 
Rented Pasture Spring Aill1s 102 102 102 102 j_Q2 
Rented Pasture Summer Aill1s 140 75 9 0 0 
Net Ranch Income 6,263 5,071 3 ,897 2,318 716 
Alternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed 
tl::l. of Cows 108 98 87 76 62 
tl::l . of Yearlings 67 61 54 47 39 
BU1-Cesert Permit Aill·1s 450 337 225 112 0 
Forest Permit Aill1s 360 360 360 360 360 
CMn Alfalfa Aill1s 499 400 400 400 400 
Bought Alfalfa Aill1s 0 0 0 0 0 
Private Pasture Winter Aill1s 12 12 12 12 12 
Private Pasture Spring Aill1s 102 102 102 102 102 
Private Pasture Summer A~1s 180 180 180 116 30 
Rented Pasture Winter Aill1s 102 102 102 102 102 
Rented Pasture Spr ing Aill1s 102 102 102 88 54 
Rented Pasture Summer Aill1s 140 75 9 0 0 
Net Ranch Incnrre 6,263 5,071 3,897 2,515 1,069 
would be rented and 96 AUMs of alfalfa would have to be bought. Net 
ranch inco!lE would be $2 , 318. 
A 100% reduction would eliminate all the BIM-Cesert Pennit AUMs. 
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The herd size would stay the SallE and the resources would be used the 
SallE except that 209 AU!·1s of alfalfa would be bought. No sumrrer pasture 
would be rented. Net ranch incO!lE would be $716. 
Alten1ative II - Selected Use of Private Feeds 
Alten1ative II allo;vs the rancher to utilize private feed in any 
arrounts up to a limit with the other feed resources in the nost profit 
rraxirnizing way . The only limits in the LP nodel for Alten1ative II were 
upper limits for the resources. 
The herd size , resource usage , and net ranch incO!lE for LP M:ldel 
Ranch 90 in Alte=ative II under the simulations of Base, 25% reduction , 
and 50% reduction were the sarre as for Alten1ative I. This can be seen 
in Table 4. 
A 75% reduction in BLM- Cesert Pennit AUMs reduces the number of 
AUMs to 112. With Alten1ative II the rancher would have to reduce 
the herd size to 76 head. He \\'Ould also reduce the usage of private 
sumrrer pasture to 116 AUMs and the renting of spring pasture to 88 
AUMs. He would not buy alfalfa nor rent sumrrer pasture . The net ranch 
incollE would be $2 , 515. Although the herd s i ze for Alten1ative II is 
less under a 75% reduction than Alternative I, the net ranch in=re is 
greater. 
A 100% reducti on would eliminate Bll1-Cesert grazing. The rancher 
would reduce the herd s ize to 62 head. He would use all the Forest 
Pennit , all the private alfalfa, all the private winter and spring 
pasture, and all the rented winter pasture available. He would use 
only 30 AUMs of the possible 180 Aill1s of private surrnrer pasture. 
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The rancher would rent only 54 Aill1s of the possible 102 Aill1s of spring 
pasture. The rancher would not rent any sumrer pasture. The net 
ranch inooiTE would be $1,069. Again, the net ranch inOOITE for Alterna-
tive II tmder a 100% reduction is higher than in Alternative I even 
though Alternative II has a smaller herd size. 
M3ny generalizations can be made from the results of the LP 
rrodel for ranchers represented by the rrodel. A BI.M-!Esert reduction 
will cause herd size reductions in order to maximize profits. A herd 
reduction of 9% to 43% can be expected depending on the size of Bli.'1-
!Esert reduction, and which feeding alternative is used. 
The added burden caused by the BIM-!Esert reductions would result 
in a reduction in herd size to the point where all the winter feeding 
resources oould be used, and thus causing non use of sarre private and 
rented spring and surmer pasture. In Alternative II where feed 
resources oould be used freely the rancher would be better off reducing 
the herd size than trying to force the usage of spring and surmer 
pasture which would cause the rancher to buy alfalfa in the winter. 
Under the oosts and constraints in the LP rrodel the rancher would be 
better off never buying alfalfa . 
Net Ranch lnOOITEs 
The rrost important result, net ranch incoiTEs, determined by the 
LP rrodel are sh01vn in Table 5 . The table has the net ranch incarres and 
losses for both alternatives presented. The SallE p=cedure for the BG 
rrodel net ranch incarres were followed for the LP rrodel net ranch inooiTEs. 
Table 5. LP nodel ranch 90 net ranch incorre . 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
BLM Desert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 
Net Ranch Incorre 6 , 263 5,071 3,897 2 , 318 
I.Dss in Incorre 0 1,192 1,174 1,579 
Per cent Loss in Incorre 0 19% 23% 41% 
Cumulative I.Dss in Incare 0 1 ,192 2 ,366 3 , 945 
Curnulati ve % I.Dss in Incorre 0 19% 38% 63% 
Alternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed 
Net Ranch In=rre 6 , 263 5 , 071 3,897 2 , 515 
I.Dss in Incorre 0 1 ,192 1,174 1,382 
Percent I.Dss in Incorre 0 19% 23% 35% 
Cumulative I.Dss in Incorre 0 1,192 2 , 366 3, 748 
Cumulative % I.Dss in In=rre 0 19% 38% 60% 
100% 
716 
1,602 
69% 
5 , 547 
89% 
1 , 069 
1,446 
57% 
5 , 194 
83% 
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The net ranch incanes for Base , 25%, and 50% of Alternative I and 
Alternat i ve II are the sarre . Thereafter , net r anch incanes in Alterna-
tive II are higher than in Al ternative I because Alternati ve II a llows 
rror e resource adjustment . 
I.Dss in in=rre for both alternatives was sorrewhat =nsistent . 
The percent l oss in incorre increased because as the net ranch in=rres 
becarre l ess , the losses becarre a greater proportion. 
If a 50% reduction occurs , the ranchers =uld expect to lose 
ar:prcxilnat ely 38% of their incorre . If a 100% reduction oc=s , the 
ranchers could expect to lose approximately 89% of their incorre in 
Alternative I or 83% in Alternative II. As was indicated earlier for 
this rrodel , four of the six ranchers had either the wife or husband 
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working outside jobs already. If an incorre loss oc=s , all the ranchers, 
the wives, or both will probably have to be errployed in off- the- farm 
jobs . 
~bdel Ranch 160 
l•bdel Ranch 160 represented livestock operations with herd sizes 
of 101 to 200 head of cCMS . There were seven ranchers whose operations 
were included il'l this group. The herd sizes ranged from 130 caws to 
200 CCMS , with the average herd size being 160 ccws . T'nree of the 
seven ranchers interviewed were full tirre ranchers. The other four had 
either part- or full-tirre off-the-farm jobs. Data from the ranchers 
were used to develop a rrodel typical of the ranchers ' operations . 
Listed below are production assumptions dealing specifically with 
this rrodel generated from the ranchers' data for the year 1979. 
1. The average herd size was 160 ccws. 
2 . The number of replacement heifers was 20 (heifer replacement 
rate of 13%) . 
3 . The number of calves weaned was 112 (Heaning rate of 70%). 
4. The number of calves sold was 92 (calf cror:> selling rate of 58%). 
5. The number of cull ccws sold was 16 (cull ccM rate of 10%) . 
6. There were two bulls replaced each year. 
7 . There was a death loss of 3% . 
8. One hundred forty eight head of cattle were permitted to graze 
on the BU1- D2sert winter range. 
9 . One hundred fifty eight head of cattle were permitted to graze 
on the Forest surnrer range . 
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The above production assumptions along with assumptions in Olapter 
II and III for the m::xlel ranchers and BG m::xlels were inoorporated into 
the BG enterprise budget for M:xlel Ranch 160. The average receipts and 
inputs typical of the ranchers in this size group "'ere also used. A 
oopy of the enterprise budget as set up for the BG axlel Ranch 160 is 
in Appendix F. 
BG Results 
The receipts, costs and returns for BG M:xlel Ranch 160 are 
presented in Table 6. The receipts, costs and returns for BG lt>del 
Ranch 160 were detennined in the sarre manner as explained for the 
previous BG m::xlel, M:xlel Ranch 90 . 
The receipts per head for this m::xlel were $317 . 33. Corrparing the 
receipts per head, $336.00 of the previous m::xlel, lbdel Ranch 90 
(Table 1) , it can be seen that the receipts per head of ~bdel Ranch 90 
"M:re higher. This was caused by the higher "M:aning rate of 75% in 
~bdel Ranch 90 as compared to a "M:aning rate of 70% for this m::xlel, 
M:xlel Ranch 160. 
The ranchers in this m::xlel used protein block on the BIM-Desert 
winter range, whereas the ranchers in the previous rrodel didn't . The 
other inputs in the t= m::xlels were essentially the sarre . The costs 
per unit were the sarre , but of course the number of units used "M:re 
rrore in l·bdel Ranch 160 . 
If the oostsjhead for the inputs between Table 1 and Table 6 are 
compared, the oosts/head in Table 6 (M:xlel Ranch 160) were l ower except 
BIM-Desert permit and machinery fuel, lubrication , and repair. BIM-
Desert oost was higher for M:xlel Ranch 160 because the ranchers did not 
Table 6 . BG rrodel ranch 160 base situat ion . 
Quantity unit Ave. wt. Price/cwt. Total Value 
Yearling Steers 
Yearling Heifers 
CUll Cows 
CUll Bulls 
lbrseS 
Total !leceipts 
56 
36 
16 
2 
1 
Total Receipts/dead* 
Cash Costs 
BH1-Desert Penni t 
Forest Penni t 
Pasture 
Alialfa Hay 
Barley 
Protein Block 
Salt 
Bloat Guard 
Vet . & ~cine 
Clstan Hauling 
Mach. Fuel, Lul:e & Repair 
EJ:iuip. Lul:e & Repair 
Lal:or 
Land Tax 
other Tax 
Insurance 
Interest on Operating capital 
Total. Cash Cost 
other Costs 
I:epreciation 
Interest on capital I nvestrrent 
Interest on Land Invest:Jr.ent 
Total other Costs 
Total All Costs 
Net Cash Incare 
Net Ranch Incare 
Return tc Land Investrrent 
Return tc Operatcr 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
575 
525 
950 
1,250 
84.75 
74.62 
45 . 38 
59.25 
1,000.00 
Total Cost 
1,958 
1,283 
3,456 
7,207 
840 
2,835 
298 
428 
630 
450 
6,473 
75 
5, 745 
2,143 
938 
138 
2,573 
37,470 
4,613 
14,155 
15,936 
34,704 
72,174 
13,302 
8,689 
-5,466 
-21,402 
*D=tennined by dividing by r.erd size .. 160 head. 
27,290 
14,103 
6,898 
1,481 
1,000 
so, 772 
317.33 
Cost/Head* 
12 . 24 
8.02 
21.60 
45.04 
5.25 
17.72 
1.86 
2.68 
3.94 
2.81 
40.46 
. 47 
35.90 
13.39 
5.86 
.86 
16.08 
234.19 
28.83 
88.47 
99.60 
216.90 
451.09 
83.14 
54.31 
-34.16 
- 133.76 
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graze as large a proportion of their herd on the BL'l--D2sert as did 
ranchers in ~bdel Ranch 90. l'lachinecy fuel , lubrication, and repair 
cost was higher for 1-!::xlel Ranch 160 because ItDre mchinecy was used 
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and the mchinecy was used rrore hours or driven rrore miles. The overall 
lower costs for ~1 Ranch 160 indicate economies of size. 
The Base Situation for BG Model Ranch 160 had the reduction simula-
tion appl ied to it the sarre as in the previous BG rrodel, M:::del Ranch 
90 . The receipts, costs and returns for BG Medel Ranch 160 tvith the 
reduction simulations are shown in Table 7. The receipts are the same 
because the herd size is assumed to remain the same in the B:; . 
BL\t-D2sert Permit cost was decreased because the permit was 
reduced. Alfalfa hay and pasture costs increased because rore alfalfa 
hay and pasture were bought to conpensate for the reduction in the BL\t-
D2sert Permit . Pasture cost under a 75% reduction did not increase 
because the reduction ==red during mid-winter and no pasture was 
available so alfalfa hay had to be fed. Protein block cost decreased 
because the usage reduced as the BU-I-D2sert Permit >Ja.S reduced. Custom 
hauling reduced in the last t:t;o simulations due to less usage. l'lachinecy 
fuel, lubrication, and repair cost reduced because less trips were taken 
to the desert range. D2preciation and interest on capital investrrent 
costs decreased because less miles 'M8re driven by the vehicles due to 
less trips to the desert range. These costs are influenced by the 
number of miles driven. 
The net ranch incorres for BG H::xlel Ranch 160 are presented in 
Table 8 for the Base and each reduction simulation. 
The incorre losses would be greater in t his ItDdel than in the 
previous BG rrodel (Table 3) . This would be due in part t o the l ower 
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Table 7. BG rrodel ranch 160 simulations. 
Receipts Quantity Unit Ave. Wt. Price/ewt. Total Value 
Yearling Steers 56 Head 575 84.75 27,290 
Yearling Heifers 36 Head 525 74.62 14,103 
CUll Cows 16 Head 950 45.38 6,898 
CUll Bulls 2 Head 1,250 59.25 1,481 
lbrses 1 Head 1 , 000 1,000 
Total Receipts 50,772 
BIM-Ilese.."t Reductions 
cash Costs 25% 50% 75% 100% 
BL;.'I-Ilesert Pennit 1,469* 979* 490* 0* 
Forest Pennit 1,283 1,283 1,283 1,238 
Pasture 4, 756* 4, 936* 4,936 6,416* 
Alfalfa Hay 8,916* 13,423* 17 '774* 19,639* 
Barley 840 840 840 840 
Protein Block 2,126* 1,418* 709* 0* 
Salt 298 298 298 298 
Bloat Guard 428 428 428 428 
Vet. & IWicine 630 630 630 630 
custan Hauling 450 450 396* 0* 
M;ch. Fuel , Lube & Repair 6,181* 5,841* 5,499* 5,207* 
Equip. Lube & Repair 75 75 75 75 
Labor 5, 745 5, 745 5, 745 5, 745 
Land Tax 2,143 2,143 2,143 2,143 
Other Tax 938 938 938 938 
Insurance 138 138 138 138 
Interest on Operating capital ~ 3,147* ~· ~· 
Total cash casts $39 ,160 $42,712 $45,800 $47,330 
other Costs 
Depreciation 4,540* 4,458* 4 ,376* 4 ,304* 
Interest on capital Invest. 14,098* 14,044* 13,968* 13, 912* 
Interest on ·Land Investrrent 15 ,936 15,936 15,936 15,936 
Total Other Costs $34,574 $34,427 $34,280 $34,152 
Total All Costs $73,734 $77,139 $80,080 $81,432 
Net cash Incare 11,612 8 , 060 4,972 3,442 
Net Ranch Income 7,072 3,602 596 -862 
Return to Land Investment 
-7,026 
-10,431 -13,372 -14,774 
Petllrn to Operator 
-22,962 
-26,367 -29,308 -30,710 
*This oost has increased or decreased from the base situation. 
Table 8. BG rrodel ranch 160 net ranch in=res. 
BLM-D=sert leductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Net Ranch In=re 8,689 7,072 3,602 596 - 862 
loss in In=re 1,617 3,470 3,006 1,458 
Percent IDss in In=re 0 19% 49% 83% 245% 
Cumulative loss in Incorre 0 1,617 5 ,087 8,093 9,551 
Cumulative % loss in Incarre 0 1 9% 59% 93% 110% 
~~aning rate bringing in less receipts to cover the additional costs 
of a larger herd. The largest incorre losses were between a 25% and a 
50% reduction and be~ a 50% and 75% reduction. This was because 
rore alfalfa hay was bought in these simulations than in the others . 
Note that from a 75% reduction to a 100% reduction the incorre loss is 
245%. 
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The cumulative percent loss in incarre ranges from a 19% loss with 
a 25% reduction to a 110% l oss with a 100% r eduction. 
LP M:xlel ceveloprent 
The LP M:xlel Ranch 160 was set up under the sane procedure as 
described with the previous LP M:xlel (M:Jdel Ranch 90). The inputs and 
costs on a per head basis from the BG M:xlel Ranch 160 Base Situation 
were used (Table 6) . The rratrix of the LP 1bdel Ranch 160 was patterned 
after the rratrix of LP M:xlel Ranch 90 . The rratrix of the LP !txlel 
Ranch 160 and a description of the oolt.nms and rONs can be found in 
Appendix G. The feed requirerrents f or LP l•bdel Ranch 160 were determined 
in the sane rranner as for LP M:xlel Ranch 90 (Table 30) • The t w::> 
altematives by which the ranchers might utilize their feed were in-
COrfOrated into the LP rrodel. 
LP Pesults 
The results for the LP !1:Jdel Ranch 160 were determined for both 
altematives tmder Base and each of the reduction simulations. The 
resource organization and net ranch incorres for LP N::>del Ranch 160 
are presented in Table 9. 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
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In the Base in Altemative I where the rancher decides to use all 
private feed, the rancher could have 194 head of c=s, 34 nore than set 
up in the BG rrodel. This would be possible if the rented pasture were 
available . 
The BIM-Desert reduction simulations show that the rancher v.ould 
have to reduce the herd size. The rare her, by choosing to feed all 
private feed, V.Duld not be able to use all the Forest Pennit. The 
rancher v.ould rent all the winter pasture he could, and after a 50% 
reduction V.Duld stop renting surmner pasture . 
Alternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed 
In Base situation in Altemative II , where the rancher chcoses to 
utilize private feed in the rrost optimal way, he could have a herd size 
of 167 head if rented pasture was available. It is interesting to note 
that even though the herd size is srraller for Base in Alternative II 
than in Altemative I the net ranch incorre is greater in Altemative II. 
The rancher would use all the BIM-I:esert and Forest permits possible. 
The rancher would use only 311 AUHs of the 600 AUHs of the private 
alfalfa and would not buy alfalfa . The rancher would use all the 
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Table 9. LP m:xlel ranch 160 resource organization. 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
ELM-Desert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
No . of Cmvs 194 170 145 121 96 
No . of Yearlings sold 113 98 84 70 56 
ELM-Desert Pennit AU!1s 1,036 777 518 259 0 
Forest Pennit AUMs 632 632 540 388 235 
CMn Alfalfa AUMs 600 600 600 600 600 
Bought Alfalfa AUMs 0 0 0 0 0 
Private Pasture !-linter AUMs 64 64 64 64 64 
Private Pasture Summer AUMs 368 368 368 368 368 
Rent Pasture Winter AUMs 360 360 360 360 360 
Rent Pasture Surmer AUMs 213 61 0 0 0 
Net Ranch In=re 9,184 7,046 4,189 847 -2,507 
Alternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed 
~b. of Cows 167 138 108 101 96 
No. of Yearlings sold 97 80 62 59 56 
Bill-Desert Pennit AUMs 1,036 777 518 259 0 
Forest Permit AUMs 632 632 632 632 603 
CMn Alfalfa AUMs 311 255 200 390 600 
Bought Alfalfa AU!-ls 0 0 0 0 0 
Private Pasture Winter AUMs 64 64 64 64 64 
Private Pasture Surmer AU!1s 368 226 41 0 0 
Rent Pasture Winter AUMs 360 360 360 360 360 
Rent Pasture Surmer AUMs 43 0 0 0 0 
Net Ranch In=re 9,626 7,289 4,878 2,380 -310 
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pr i vate lvinter pasture, 64 AUMs, and all the private sumrrer pasture. 
The rancher would rent all the winter pasture available, but very little, 
only 43 AUHs, of surrrrer pasture. 
As the reduction simulations are applied, the herd size would 
reduce frc:m a 167 cows in the Base to 96 with a 100% reduction of the 
BI.M-I:esert. The Forest pe:rmit would be fully utilized until a 100% 
reduction when the rancher w:>uldn 't use 29 of the Forest Pe:rmit AU1··ls. 
Private alfalfa hay usage would decrease from 311 Aillls in Base to 200 
AUMs with a 50% reduction. However, with a 75% reduction, alfalfa hay 
usage w:>uld increase to 390 Aillls, and with a 100% reduction the rancher 
would use all the private alfalfa, 600 AUMs. Private and rented 
winter pasture would be utilized to the maximum in all the simulations. 
Private and rented sumrrer pasture usage would decrease and be=re unused 
as the BLM-I:esert reductions increase. 
It is evident that the winter feeding period would be the rrost 
critical to these ranchers. They should never buy alfalfa hay under 
these conditions, but a reduction in the herd size would be rrore 
profitable. The ranchers should develop their own private winter 
pasture and rent all possible winter pasture. 
Net Panch Ina::>rres 
The net ranch incorres for LP Hodel Panch 160 for both Alternative 
I and Alternative II are presented in Table 10. 
The rancher suffers rrore in=re loss under Alternative I because 
the rancher chooses to feed all the private feed even though it may 
not be the rrost profitable. The incorre loss was greater with a 75% 
reduction and a 100% reduction with income losses of $3,342 and $3,354 
respectively . The negative net ranch incorre, $-2,507, with a 100% 
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Table 10. LP rrodel ranch 160 net ranch incorres. 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
BU1-D2sert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Net Ranch Incorre 9,184 7 , 046 4,189 847 -2,507 
Loss in Incorre 0 2 , 138 2,857 3 , 342 3 , 354 
Percent wss in Incorre 0 23% 41% 80% 396% 
CUmulative Loss in Incorre 0 2,138 4,995 8 , 337 11,691 
Ct.nnulati ve % Loss in Incorre 0 23% 54% 91% 127% 
Alternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Net Ranch Incorre 9 , 626 7 ,289 4 , 878 2 , 380 - 310 
Loss in Lrtcorne 0 2 , 337 2,411 2,498 2 , 690 
Percent lDss in Incorre 0 24% 33% 51% 113% 
CUmulative Loss in Incorre 0 2 , 337 4,748 7 , 246 9,936 
CUmulative % Loss in Incorre 0 24% 49% 75% 103% 
reduction indicates that the rancher would not be able to cover any 
fixed costs after paying variable costs . In addition to the fixed 
costs the rancher may have indebtedness which could not be paid on, 
and there would be no return to the rancher ' s managerrent. The ct.nnula-
tive percent loss in incorre with a 100% reduction is 127% under 
Alternative I. 
The net ranch incomes under Alternative II were higher and there 
was less incorre loss because the rancher had the ability to utilize 
resources in the rrost profit rraximizing way under the conditions . The 
rancher even with the ability to use resources optimally in this alter-
native would receive a negative net ranch incorre under a 100% 
reduction. The income losses would be the largest with a 75% and a 
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100% reduction in the BIM-cesert, which indicates the rrore the reduc-
tion the rrore severe the incol!e loss. The ctnrulative percent loss in 
incorre would be alrrost directly related to the percent reduction of 
BLM-cesert grazing . A 25% reduction caused a 24% ctnrulative loss, a 
50% reduction caused a 49% ctnrulative loss, a 75% reduction caused a 
75% cumulative loss, and a 100% r eduction caused a 103% loss. It 
should be rerrerrbered that this alten1ative , Alternative II , would be 
the best resource usage possible , and still the incor.e losses would be 
substantial . 
M:ldel Ranch 4 30 
Model Ranch 430 represented livestock operations with herd sizes 
of 201 or rrore head of caws. There were five ranc.fclers whose operations 
were included in this group . The herd sizes ranged from 300 cavs to 
545 cows .vith the average herd size being 430 cows . All the ranchers 
in this group 1vere full ti.rre ranchers. Hcwever , the wife of one 
worked full ti.rre and the sons of another , who were in partnership had 
part- ti.rre jobs. The data from the ranchers were ir1corporated on the 
average to develop a rrodel typical of these ranchers' operation. 
Listed below are production asstm1ptions dealing specifically vlith 
this rrodel generated from the ranchers ' data for the year 1979. 
l. The average herd size was 430 caws . 
2 . The nurrber of calves weaned was 301 (weaning rate of 70%). 
3 . The number of replacerrent heifers kept was 55 (heifer replace-
ment rate of 13%) . 
4. The number of calves sold was 246 (calf crop selling rate of 
57%). 
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5. The number of cull CONS sold was 45 (cull cow rate of 10%) . 
6. There were six bulls replaced each year. 
7 . There was a death loss of 3%. 
8 . Three hundred forty head of cattle were permitted to graze on 
the BLi'1-Cesert winter range. 
9. Three hundred sixty- six head of cattle were pennitted to 
graze on the Forest s t.nrrrer range . 
The abcve production assumptions along with assumptions outlined 
in Chapters II and III for the m:xlel ranches and BG rrodels were incor-
porated into the BG enterprise budgets for the tbdel Ranch 430 . The 
average receipts and inputs typical of the ranchers in this size group 
were also used. A copy of t.l-te enterprise budget as set up for the 
BG tb:l.el Ranch 430 is in Appendix H. 
BG Results 
The receipts , costs, and returns for BG H:xlel Ranch 430 were 
detennined in the sarre marmer as was described for BG tb:l.el Ranch 90 . 
The receipts, costs and returns for BG tbdel Ranch 430 are presented 
in Tabl e 11. 
The receipts per head for tb:l.el Ranch 430 were $329 . 34. The 
receipts per head were higher for a::x:lel Ranch 430 than tb:l.el Ranch 
160 (Table 6) , but l ower than for a:x:lel Ranch 90 , $336 . 00 , (Tabl e 1). 
The 'M2aning rate was 70%, the sarre as tbdel Ranch 160, however , the 
selling weight of the yearling steers and heivers was heavier for 
tbdel Ranch 430 , thus resulting in higher receipts per head than for 
tbdel Ranc h 160 . 
Tab~e 11. BG rrodel r anch 430 base s ituation. 
Receipts Quantity unit Ave. wt. Price/ C'it. Total Value 
Yearling Steers 
Yearling Heifers 
CUll COws 
CUll Bulls 
lbrses 
Total Receipts 
151 
95 
45 
6 
2 
Total Receipts/Head* 
cash OJsts 
!liM-Desert Pennit 
Forest Penni t 
Pasture 
Alfalfa Hay 
Barley 
Salt 
Protein Block 
Bleat Guard 
Vet. & Medicine 
Olstan Hauling 
l·lach. Fuel, Lube & Repair 
EqUip. Lube & Repair 
Ialx>r 
Land Tax 
Other Tax 
Insurance 
Interest an Operating capital 
Total Cash OJsts 
Other Costs 
IA::!preciation 
Interest on capital Inves trre.'lt 
Interest on Land Invesbrent 
Total Other Costs 
Total All OJsts 
Net Cash In=ne 
Net Ranch Ina:me 
Return tc Land Invesbrent 
Return to O[:eratcr 
Head 
Head 
!lead 
Head 
Head 
600 
550 
950 
1,250 
84.75 
74.62 
45.38 
59.25 
1,000. 00 
Total OJst 
4,498 
2,972 
12,016 
22,234 
2,258 
803 
5,355 
1,151 
1,698 
500 
10,841 
116 
11,654 
5,724 
2,012 
243 
6,410 
90,585 
8,465 
34,278 
43,320 
86,063 
176,648 
51,031 
42,566 
8,288 
-35,032 
*Determined by dividing by herd size - 430 head. 
76,784 
38,989 
19,400 
4,444 
2,000 
l41,616 
329.34 
OJst/!lead* 
10.46 
6.91 
27.94 
51. 7l 
5.25 
1.87 
12.45 
2.68 
3.95 
1.40 
25 . 21 
.27 
27.10 
13.31 
4.68 
.57 
14.91 
210.67 
19.69 
79.72 
100.74 
200.15 
410.82 
118.67 
98.98 
19.26 
-81.48 
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The ranchers in this m:x:lel used protein block on the BlM-Desert 
winter range . The inputs for this m:x:lel were similar to the previous 
rrodels. The cost per unit v;as essentially the sarre, except only rrore 
total resources '"ere used by these ranchers. The total cash costs 
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for tllis rrodel was $210.67 per head (Table 11). The total cash costs 
for ~beJel Ranch 160 was $234 . 19 per head (Table 6). This difference 
also reflects evidence of economies of size taking part in reducing the 
costs per head, because there are rrore head of cattle to spread the 
costs over . 
The net rancJ1 incare for this m:x:lel was $42 ,566 . The net ranch 
incorre per head was $98. 98 . This incare per head is alrrost double the 
net ranch incorre per head for Hx!el Ranch 160 ($54 . 31) (Table 6) . It 
is interesting to note that this is the onl y one of the m:x:lels 
presented that has had enough incorre to cover opportunity costs on 
capital investrrent in the Base Situation ($8 , 288). 
Once the BG ~l Ranch 430 was established for the Base Situation 
then the reduction s:inu.Jlations were applied . They were applied as in 
the previous rrodels with reductions of 25%, 50%, 75 % and 100% of the 
Bil-l-Desert winter grazing . The results of the reduction s:inu.Jlations 
are presented in Tabl e 12. 
BLM-Desert costs would decrease because of the reduction of BI1,1-
Desert usage. Pasture and alfalfa hay costs would increase because 
they would be bought to compensate for the forage l ost due to ELM-
Desert reductions . Pasture costs would not increase from a 50% 
reduction to a 75% reduction because the reductions '-'Ould be in mid-
winter and no pasture would be abailable so alfalfa would be purchased. 
Protein block costs would decrease because their usage corresponds to 
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Table 12. BG J:Ddel. rand1 430 simulations. 
Peceipts Quantity Unit Ave. Ht. Price/a.t. Total Value 
Yearling Steers 151 Head 600 84.75 76,704 
Yearling Heifers 95 Head 550 74.62 38,989 
Cull CcNs 45 Head 950 45.38 19,400 
Cull Bulls 6 Head 1,250 59.25 4,444 
Horses 2 Head 1,000 ~ 
Total Peceipts 141,616 
BrM-Oese.....rt: Reduc!.".ions 
cash Costs 25% 50% 75% 100% 
BIM-I:esert Pemri.t 3,374* 2,249* 1,125* o• 
Forest Pei!ni t 2,972 2,972 2,972 2,972 
Pasture 14,991* 15,416* 15,416 18,816* 
Alfalfa Hay 26,161* 33,658* 46, 510* 50,794* 
Barley 2,258 2,258 2,258 2,258 
Salt 803 803 803 803 
Protein Block 4,016* 2,677* 1,339* o• 
Bloat Guard 1,151 1,151 1,151 1,151 
Vet. & r.-Bd.icine 1,698 1,698 1,698 1,698 
Custan Hauling 600 600 528* o• 
Mo.ch. Fuel, Lube & Repair 10,307* 9,810* 9,278* 8 , 779* 
El:juip. Lube & Repair ll6 116 116 116 
Ial::or ll,654 11,654 11 , 654 11,654 
Land Tax 5,724 5, 724 5, 724 5, 724 
other Tax 2,012 2,012 2,012 2,012 
Insurance 243 243 243 243 
Interest on Operating capital 6,838* 7 ,440* ~· ~· 
Total cash Costs $94,918 $100,481 $lll,518 $115,911 
other Costs 
cepreciation 8,317* 8,174* 3,032* 7. 888* 
Interest on capital Invest. 34,190* 34,101* 34,014* 33. 932* 
Interest on Land Investrrent 43,320 43,320 43,320 43,320 
Total other Costs $ 85,827 $ 85,595 s 85,366 $ 85,140 
Total All Costs $180,745 $186,076 $196,884 $201 ,051 
Net cash In=ne 46,698 41,135 30,098 25,705 
Net Ranch InCO!I>2 38,381 32,961 22,066 17,817 
Peturn to Land Invest:rrent 4,191 -1,140 -11,948 - 16,115 
PetUJ:n to Operator -39,129 -44,460 -55,268 -59,435 
*'l11.is cost has increased or decreased fran the ba-c:e situation. 
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the Blll- D:sert usage . Custan hauling cost would decrease with a 75% 
and a 100% reduction because of less usage and no usage respectively. 
H3.chinery fuel, lubrication , depreciation, and repair cost and interest 
on capital invest:Irent would decr ease because fewer trips would be made 
to the desert to check on livestock. 
These ranchers are of sufficient s i ze that they would be able to 
pay opportunity costs on the capi tal invest:Irent under a 25% reduction 
as indicated by the positive figure , $4 ,191, fer return to land 
invest:Irent . H01-.ever, in the other simulations net r eturns M:>uld be 
r educed enough so that the operators would not be able to pay any 
opportunity costs. 
The net ranch incorres for BG M:ldel Ranch 430 are presented in 
Table 13 . The incorre loss would be substantial for these ranchers 
Table 13. BG rrodel ranch 430 net ranch incorres . 
BLM-D:sert Peductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Net Ranch Incare 42 ' 566 38 , 381 32,961 22' 066 17,817 
Loss in Incorre 0 4 , 185 5 , 420 10,859 4,249 
Per cent Loss in Incorre 10% 14% 33% 19% 
CUmulative Loss in Incare 0 4,185 9 , 605 20 , 500 24 ,749 
Currulative % Loss in Incare 0 10% 23% 48% 58% 
even though the percent loss in incorre would be laver than previous 
rrodel s. For example , the CUmulative In=re Loss in N:xlel Ranch 160 
under a 100% reduction would be $9 , 551 (Table 10) . \Vhereas , in this 
rrodel the Cumulative Incorre Loss tmder a 100% reduction would be 
$24,749. The $9,551 in Model Ranch 160 represents a 110% loss, and 
$24,749 in this model represents only a 58 % loss. 
LP l!::xlel Developrer1t 
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The LP Model Ranch 430 was set up tmder the sarre procedure 
discussed in previous rrodels. The inputs and oosts on a per head 
basis from the BG Model Ranch 430 Base Situation were used (Table ll). 
The matrix of the LP lbdel Ranch 430 was patterned after the matrices 
developed for the two previous LP rrodels . The matrix for this LP 
rrodel is in Appendix I, as is the description of the oolurnns and rows 
of the matrix. The feed requirerrents were determined in the san2 
manner as for LP Model Ranch 90 (Table 30). 
LP Results 
The results for the LP lbdel Ranch 430 were determined for both 
feeding alternatives tmder Base and each of the reduction simulations. 
The income return for the LP rrodel was the return above variable oosts. 
The fixed oosts were subtracted , as derronstrated in LP lbdel 90, to 
obtain net ranch in=re. The resource organization and net ranch 
incorres for LP Model Ranch 430 are presented in Table 14 . 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
The Base Situation tmder Alternative I indicated that the herd 
size could be 522 ccws . This is 92 rrore cows than originally set up 
in the model. This would only be possible if rented pasture was 
available . 
This rrodel follows basically the same pattern as the previous 
rrodels as the reduction simulations are applied. All the private 
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Table 14. LP rrodel ranch 430 resource organization. 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
BIM-Desert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
No. of Cows 522 466 430 430 430 
No. of Yearlings Sold 299 266 246 246 246 
BIM-Desert Pennit AilllS 2,380 1,735 1,190 595 0 
Forest Permit AilllS 1 ,464 1,464 1,464 1,464 1,464 
Own Alfalfa AUMs 1,851 1 , 851 1 ,851 1 , 851 1,351 
Bought Alfalfa AilllS 0 0 219 814 1 , 409 
Private Pasture Winter AU1S 296 296 296 296 296 
Private Pasture Summer AilllS 1,206 1,206 1,206 1,206 1,206 
Rent Pasture Winter Aillls 970 970 970 970 970 
Rent Pasture Summer AilllS 573 222 0 0 0 
Net Ranch In=re 47 ,173 39 , 634 31 , 662 22,950 14,239 
Alternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed 
No. of Cows 522 466 409 353 296 
No. of Yearlings Sold 299 266 234 202 169 
BIM-Desert Pennit AilllS 2,380 1, 785 1,190 595 0 
Forest Pennit Aillls 1,464 1,464 1,464 1 , 464 1,464 
Own Alfalfa AilllS 1,851 1,851 1 , 851 1,851 1,851 
Bought Alfalfa AilllS 0 0 0 0 0 
Private Pasture Winter Aillls 296 296 296 296 296 
Private Pasture Summer AilllS 1,206 1,206 1,077 726 375 
Rent Pasture \-linter AU1s 970 970 970 970 970 
RentPastureSmmerAilllS 573 222 0 0 0 
Net Ranch Incare 45 ,173 39,634 31,832 23,585 15,338 
alfalfa and pasture would be used because the rancher had elected to 
do this in this alternative. The rancher would then use all the 
Forest Permit and all the BLM-!Esert Permit possible. The rancher 
would rent all the winter pasture possible, but would reduce usage 
of rented surnrrer pasture as the reduction on BIM lands becarre rrore 
severe . Because the rancher had chosen to utilize all private surrrrer 
pasture in this alterrw.tiv<=, he would have to buy alfalfa to rraintain 
the herd in the winter as the BIM-!Esert Pennit is reduced. Bought 
alfalfa hay usage would begin with a 50% reduction and increase 
thereafter. 
Alternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed 
The herd size and resource usage under Base and a 25% reduction 
in Alternative II were the sane as in Alternative I. Thereafter, as 
the reductions becarre !lOre severe in Alternative II the rancher would 
decrease the herd size from 466 head with a 25% reduction to 296 head 
with a 100% reduction. 
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The resource usage in Alternative II would be very similar to the 
usage in Alternative I. The only difference would be that in Alterna-
tiv<= II the rancher has no oonstraint on feed usage, as a result, he 
would elect to reduce usage of private sumrer pasture and reduce herd 
size rather than buy alfalfa. The rancher would reduce private surnrrer 
pasture usage with a 50% reduction and reduce usage !lOre as the 
reductions of BU.!-!Esert increased. Under the oonditions of this I!Odel 
the rancher would want a herd size just large enough to use all the 
winter feed available except bought alfalfa . 
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Net Panc.IJ. Incorres 
The net ranch in=res for LP Ibdel Panch 430 are presented in 
Table 15. The net ranch incorres for both alternatives are presented 
with the incorre losses. 
Table 15 . LP m:x:lel ranch 430 net ranch incorres. 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
ELM-Desert Reductions 
Base 25% 
Net Panch Incorre 47,173 39,634 
IDss in Incorre 0 7,539 
Percent Loss in Incorre 0 16% 
Currulati ve IDss in Incorre 0 7,539 
Cumulative % IDss in Incorre 0 16% 
lUternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed 
Net Panch Incorre 
IDss in Incorre 
Percent Loss in Incorre 
Currulati ve IDss in Incorre 
Currulati ve % IDss in Incare 
47,173 
0 
0 
0 
0 
39,634 
7,539 
16% 
7,539 
16% 
50% 
31,662 
7,972 
20% 
15,511 
33% 
31,832 
7,802 
20% 
15,341 
33% 
75% 
22,950 
8, 712 
28% 
24 , 223 
51% 
23,585 
8,247 
26% 
23 , 588 
50% 
100% 
14,239 
8 , 711 
38% 
32,934 
70% 
15,338 
8,247 
35% 
31 , 835 
67% 
As was discussed earlier, the net ranch incorres for Base and a 25% 
reduction in both alternatives would be the sarre. The net ranch incorres 
for both alternatives would be very close, but the net ranch incorres for 
Alternative II would be higher . The percent incorre loss and cumulative 
percent loss in incorre would be very similar in both alternatives. The 
percent loss in incorre and cumulative perce.'1t loss in incorre would be 
10\>~er in this LP rrodel than previous LP rrodels because herd size and 
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incorres would be larger. Although the percent incorre loss m3.Y be less, 
the actual inoorre loss 1vould be substantial ranging from $7,539 with a 
25% reduction to $31 , 835 with a 100% reduction under Alternative II, 
which is oonsidered the optim3.l feeding alternative . 
M::xl.el Rand1 Cattle and Sheep 
M::xl.el Ranch Cattl e and Sheep represented livestock operations that 
operated with both cattle and sheep . There were eight ranchers whose 
operations were included in this group. The cattle herd sizes ranged 
from 67 = to 350 cav1s with the average herd size being 180 CONs. 
The sheep flock size ranged from 40 ewes to 270 ewes with the average 
flock size being 100 ewes . 'IWo of the ranchers in this group were 
full- tirre rand1ers , three worked part- tirre jobs, and tv;o ranchers' 
wives had part-time jobs. One rancher and his wife w:>rked part-
tirre jobs. Data from the ranchers were used to develop a model typical 
of the ranchers ' operations. 
Since both cattle and sheep were involved iJl this model production, 
assumptions for both enterprises are listed below. 
Production Assumptions for Cattle 
l. The average herd size was 180 cows. 
2 . The number of calves weaned was 126 (weaning rate of 70%) . 
3 . The number of replacerrent heifers kept was 234 (heifer re-
placerrent rate of 13%) . 
4 . The number of calves sold was 103 (calf crop selling rate of 
57%). 
5. The number of cull cows sold was 18 (cull = rate of 10%) . 
6 . There were tw:> bulls replaced each year . 
7. There was a death loss of 3%. 
8 . One hundred thirty-eight head of cattle were pennitted to 
graze on the BU1-D2sert winter range. 
9 . One hundred sixty head of cattle were pennitted to graze on 
the Forest summer range . 
Production Assumptions for Sheep 
l. The average flock size was 100 e>..es. 
2. The number of lambs weaned was 145 (weaning rate of 145%) . 
3. The number of replacerrent ewes was 15 (e>..e replacerrent rate 
of 15%). 
4. The number of lambs sold was 130 (lamb crop selling rate of 
130%) . 
5 . The mnnber of cull ewes sold was 13 (cull ewe rate of 13%). 
6 . There was one ram replaced per year . 
7 . There >vas a death loss of 2%. 
8. One hundred fifteen head of sheep were pennitted to graze on 
t.l-te BU1-D2sert winter range . 
9 . One hundred fifteen head of sheep were penni tted to graze on 
the BU1 summer range. 
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The above production assumptions along with assumptions in Chapters 
II and III for the rrodel ranches and BG rrodels were incorporated into 
the BG enterprise budgets for M:xlel Ranch Cattle and Sheep . The average 
receipts and inputs for both cattle and sheep typical of the ranchers 
in this group were also used. A copy of the enterprise budget as set 
up for the BG !lbdel Ranch cattle and Sheep is in Appendix J. 
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BG Results 
The receipts, costs, and returns for BG M:xlel Ranch Cattle and 
Sheep were dete:rnri.ned in the sarre manner as was described for BG ~bdel 
Ranch 90. The receipts, costs, and returns for BG a::x:lel Ranch Cattle 
and Sheep are presented in Table 16. 
The receipts for the cattle were $308 . 96 per head. This was the 
lowest figure for receipts pPJ head for any of the m::x:lels . The weaning 
rate was 70% which accotmts for sorre of the reason why the receipts \<ere 
so low. The receipts for the sheep W2re $107 . 02 per head which compara-
tively speaking was a good receipt for sheep. 
The ranches in this m::x:lel did not use protein block on the desert 
as did the t wo previous m::x:lels. The other inputs for the cattle in 
this m::x:lel were simi.lar to the inputs in previous m::x:lels. The sheep 
used sore of the sarre inputs as the cattle, but also used inputs 
peculiar only to sheep . 
When collectil"1g data frcm the ranchers, machinery usage costs and 
other costs \<ere dete:rnri.ned for the whole ranch and not for the cattle 
and sheep enterprises separately . In order to do an analysis of each 
enterprise it was necessary to break down the oosts between cattle and 
sheep. By oomparing the ratios of other input costs for the cattle and 
sheep , it was dete:rnri.ned to break the combined costs down at the rate of 
90% and 10% respectively. These inputs were indicated by the pounds 
sign (#) by the input. For instance, machinery ft:el , lubrication, and 
repair costs for the entire operation were $7 , 356. However , 90% of the 
cost was assessed to the cattle and 10% of the cost was assessed to the 
sheep. The figure $6 , 620 was the cost of machinery , fuel , lubrication 
Table 16. BG model ranch cattle and sheep base s.ituation. 
cattle Sheep 
Pe:eipts ()Jantity Unit Ave. Nt. Price/Cwt. "lbtal Value "lbtal Value 
Yearling Steers 
Yearling Heife....-s 
CUll Cows 
CUll Bulls 
Market Lambs 
CUll E.\O>S 
CUll --.s 
libel 
Cash Costs 
BIM-D>sert Permit 
BIM-8\mrer Permit 
Forest Penni t 
Pas=e 
Salt 
Alfalfa Hay 
Barley 
Bloat Guard 
custan F.aul.i!lg 
Vet. & t-:ed . 
CUStan Shearing 
libel Sacks 
63 
40 
18 
2 
130 
13 
1 
115 
#Mach. Fuel, Lube & Repair 
oE:;.lip. Lube & ?epai.r 
tiaJ:or 
#Land Tax 
lOther Tax 
~Insurance 
tint. on Operating Capital 
"lbtal cash Costs 
OtiEr Costs 
I Depreciation 
tint. on Capital Investlrent 
tint. on r.m:i Investlnent 
"lbtal other Costs 
"lbtal AU Costs 
Net Cash Ina::m3 
Net Fanch Ina::m3 
llet'JJ:n to L3nd Investnent 
Peturn to (perator 
575 
525 
950 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
l'.ead 
l'.ead 
Head 
Head 
1,250 
lOS 
135 
180 
12 
1,826 
1,299 
4,832 
526 
9,550 
945 
482 
350 
711 
6,620 
68 
6,508 
1,904 
969 
136 
2,940 
39,666 
6,158 
14,776 
14,150 
35,084 
74,750 
15,946 
9 , 788 
-4 , 988 
-19,138 
84.75 
74.62 
45.38 
59.25 
65.00 
17.50 
17.50 
108.00 
10.14 
7 . 22 
26.84 
2.92 
53.06 
5.25 
2.68 
1.94 
3.95 
36 .78 
.38 
36.16 
10.58 
5.3? 
• 76 
16.33 
220.37 
34 . 21 
82.09 
78.61 
194.91 
415.28 
88.59 
54.38 
-27.71 
-106.32 
~teonined by dividing by cattle herd size - 180 head 
Doteonined by eli viding by sheep flock size - 100 head 
30,701 
15,670 
7 '760 
1,481 
55,612 
308.~6 
109 
217 
280 
37 
1,123 
181 
144 
144 
24 
736 
8 
723 
212 
108 
15 
....EZ 
4,388 
684 
1,642 
1, 752 
3,898 
8,618 
6,314 
5,630 
3,988 
2,416 
t'nlese costs were calculated ~ther and broken down bet,.;een cattle 
and sheep at 90% and 10% respectively. 
8,873 
307 
32 
1,490 
10,702 
107.02 
1.09 
2.17 
2.80 
.37 
11.23 
1.81 
1.44 
1.44 
.24 
7.36 
. 08 
7.23 
2.12 
1. 08 
. 15 
3.27 
43.88 
6.84 
16.42 
15.72 
38.98 
86.18 
63.14 
56.30 
39.88 
24.16 
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and repair assessed to the cattle, and the figure $736 was the cost 
assessed to the sheep. The other inputs indicated by the pound sign 
had the costs assessed in like manner . 
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The total cash =sts per head were $220 . 37 for the cattle. This 
=st was higher than the total cash =st per head for BG M:ldel Ranch 
430 wnich was $210 . 67 (Table 11) . However, this =st ($220 . 37) for BG 
H:xlel Ranch cat tle and Sheep was lower than the total cash ocst per 
head for beth BG M:ldel Ranch 90 ($234.57 Table 1 ) and SG H:xlel Ranch 
160 ($234 . 19 Table 6) . This was dt.E to the fact t.'lat sare of the 
ocsts v.ere shared with the sheep in the BG m:xlel. 
The net ranch incare shown in Table 16 is shCJ<-m for beth cattle 
and sheep. This was done for analysis ,:>urpcses only . 1'1hen determining 
net ranch incorre for the operation, the net ranch in=re for beth 
cattle and sheep should be added together. The net ranch incare for 
the entire operation was $15,418. 
Once the BG MJdel Ranch cattle and Sheep was established for the 
Base Situation , then the reduction s:irnulations were applied . 7hey v1ere 
applied as in the previous models with reductions of 25% , 50%, 75%, 
and 100% of the Bll1-D=sert winter grazing . Since beth the cattle and 
sheep used the Bll1-D=sert and would be affected differently , two tables 
were established t o show the results of the simulations for the cattle 
and the sheep . 
Table 17 ocntains the results of the reduction s:irnulations on the 
cattle. The recei pts for cattle are shown as are the ocsts and returns. 
The input =sts that would change are the sane as in the previous models . 
The pasture =st 1..ould not c,'1ange under a 75% reduction because the cut 
v;ould oc= during mid- winter vihen no pasture is available. t1achinery 
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Table 17. BG rrodel ranch cattle and sheep s:imulations for cattle . 
Receipts Quantity 
Yearling Steers 63 
Yearling Heifers 40 
CUll Cows 18 
CUll Bulls 2 
Total Receipts 
Cash Costs 
&.'1-Desert Pennit 
Forest Pennit 
Pasture 
Salt 
Alfalfa Hay 
Barley 
Bloat Guard 
Custan Hauling 
Vet. & !-Edi.cinc 
~llach. Fuel, Lube & Repair 
#EqUip. Lube & Repair 
#I.al:or 
#Land Tax 
#Other Tax 
# Insuranr.:e 
#Interest en Operati.l1g capital 
Total Cash Costs 
Other Costs 
#Depreciation 
#Interest on Capital Invest. 
~Interest on Land Investl'rent 
Total other Cost5 
Total All Costs 
Net Cash Incare 
Net Ranch Incare · 
Petmn to Land Investlrent 
Return to Operator 
Unit Ave. tvt. Price/ ewt. Total Value 
Head 575 84.75 30,701 
Head 525 74.62 15,670 
Head 950 45.38 7' 760 
Hea::l 1,250 59.25 1,431 
55,612 
BU !-Desert Reductions 
25% 
1,369* 
1,299 
6,042* 
526 
11,144* 
945 
482 
350 
711 
6,216* 
68 
6,508 
1,904 
969 
136 
3 ,160* 
$41 ,829 
6,030* 
14' 695* 
14,150 
$34,875 
$76,704 
13,783 
7' 753 
-6,942 
- 21,092 
50% 
913* 
1,299 
6,212* 
562 
15,346* 
945 
482 
350 
711 
5, 731* 
68 
6,503 
1,904 
969 
136 
3,574* 
$45,674 
5,879* 
14,598* 
14,150 
$34,627 
$30,30+ 
9,938 
4,059 
-10,539 
-24,639 
75% 
456* 
1,299 
6,212 
526 
19,403* 
945 
482 
308* 
711 
5,404* 
68 
6,508 
1,940 
969 
136 
3 , 941* 
$43,972 
5 , 766* 
14' 530* 
14,150 
$34,446 
$83,413 
6,640 
874 
-13,656 
- 27,806 
100% 
o• 
1,299 
7 , 592* 
526 
21,142* 
945 
482 
0* 
711 
5, 023* 
68 
6 , 508 
1,904 
969 
136 
4, 034* 
$51,344 
5 , 653* 
14 ,455* 
14,150 
$34,258 
$85,602 
4,263 
-1,385 
- 15 , 840 
- 29 ,990 
~'These costs were calculate:i tccether and broken cJa.;n between cattle 
and sheep at 90% and 10% respect;.vely. 
*'!his cost has increased or eecreased fr= the Base Situation. 
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fuel, lubrication, and repair costs would decrease because of less trips 
to the desert. Custom hauling cost would decrease 1mder a 75% reduction 
and a 100% reduction because of less usage. IEpreciation and interest 
on capital investrrent costs would decrease because of the less trips 
taken by the vehicles. These costs are influenced by the miles driven 
by the vehicles. 
The net ranch incorre became negative under a 100% reduction. 
This indicates that the ranchers wouldn' t have enough incorre to cover 
cash and non-cash (depreciation) costs. 
The receipts, costs and returns for the sheep under the reduction 
simulations are shown in Table 18. The sheep would have no pasture 
cost change until a 100% reduction oc=s. The sheep only use the BI.M-
IEsert in the fall and winter. As the BU'i-J:Esert is reduced only alfalfa 
would be used to compensate for the forag= loss. Only with a 100% 
reduction, which would eliminate the fall usage of the desert, would 
t.lcle rancher be able to use pasture for the sheep. 
The net ranch incorres for the sheep would be all positive. In 
fact, all the opportunity costs would be covered. In reality, this may 
not be necessarily true because breaking sorre of the costs down at the 
rate of 90% and 10% may not sho.v the actual costs that should be 
assessed to the cattle and sheep. 
The net ranch incorres for the entire operation are presented in 
Table 19. The net ranch incorres deternined in the tables for the 
cattle and sheep (Tables 16, 17, 18) >.;ere combined to sho.v the net 
ranch incorres for the entire operation. 
The net ranch incorres for this rrodel were larger than the net 
ranch incorres for BG M::x:lel Ranch 160 (Table 8) . The cattle herd 
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Table 18. BG m:xlel ranch cattle and sheep simulations for sheep. 
!e:ei.pts Quantity Unit Ave . lit. Price/CWt. 7otal Value 
Market Lairbs 130 Head 105 65.00 8,873 
CUll EWes 13 Head 135 17.50 807 
CUll Rams 1 !lead 180 17.50 32 
1-b:>l 115 Head 12 108.00 1,490 
Total !e:ei.pts 10,702 
BI.'1-I:esert Beductions 
cash Costs 25% 50% 75% 100% 
BI.'l-r:esert Penni t 82* 54* 27* 0* 
BI.l-1-Smr.-er Pel."!'Ji t 217 217 217 217 
Pasture 280 280 280 395* 
Salt 37 37 37 37 
Al.!:alfa Hay 1,364* 1 , 606* 1,847* 1,896* 
Barley 181 181 181 181 
Vet. & aeclicine 144 144 144 144 
CUstan Shearing 144 144 144 144 
1-b:>1 Sacks 24 24 24 24 
#Mach. Fuel, Lube & Repair 691* 637* 600* 559* 
#Equip. Lube & Repair a 8 8 8 
#Labor 723 623 723 723 
#Land Tax 212 212 212 212 
10'-..ber Tax 108 100 108 lOS 
#Insurance 15 15 15 15 
#L"lterest on Oprrating capital ~· ~· ~· ~· 
Total cash Costs $4,581 $4,737 $5,005 $5,111 
other Costs 
#I:epreciation 670* 653* 641* 628* 
#Interest on Capital L'1.vest. 1, 633# 1,622* 1 , 614* 1,606* 
#Interest on Land Investnent 1,572 1,572 1,572 l, 752 
Total Other Costs $3,875 $3,847 $3,327 $3,806 
Total All Costs $8,456 $8,634 $8,832 $8,917 
Net cash In=re 6,121 5,915 5,697 5 , 591 
Net Ranch Inc::m-e 5,451 5,262 5,056 4,963 
Return to Land Invest. 3,318 3,640 3,442 3,357 
Return to Operator 2,246 2,060 1,870 l, 785 
i'nlese oosts were calculated together and broke.'1 hm betw-een cattle 
and sheep at 90% and 10% respectively. 
"'lhi.s oost has increased or decreased fran the Base Situation. 
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Table 19. BG rrodel ranch cattle and sheep net ranch incorres. 
BL~-Desert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Net Ranch Incorres 15 , 418 13,204 9 , 321 5 , 930 3 , 578 
IDss in Incorre 2 , 214 3 , 883 3,391 2 , 352 
Percent wss in Incorre 14% 29% 36% 40% 
Cumulat ive IDss in Incorre 2,214 6 , 097 9,488 11 , 840 
Cumulative % IDss in Incare 0 14% 40% 62% 77% 
sizes were similar (160 head for 1~1 Ranch 160 and 180 head for 
M:Xlel Ranch cattle and Sheep) , but the sheep enterprise would rrake 
a significant difference in incorre . The net ranch incnrres for the 
Base in this rrodel v.Duld be $15,418 , whereas the net ranch inoorres 
for BG M:Xlel Ranch 160 v.Duld be $8 , 689 (Table 8) . 
The incorre losses suffered by the ranchers v.Duld be less as 
indicated by the lower percentages . The cumulative percent loss in 
incorre ranged from 14% loss I.IDder a 25% reduction to 77% loss I.IDder 
a 100% reduction . The r eason that the inCXlrre losses v.Duld be l ess 
is due to the fact that the sheep wuuld help sustain the ranchers' 
incnrre , and they are r e lativel y less dependent on BL-''1- Desert 
grazing. 
LP 1-bd.el Devel oprrent 
The LP 1-bd.el Ranch cattle and Sheep was set up I.IDder the same 
procedure discussed in previous m:xl.els. The inputs and cnsts on a per 
head basis were used from the BG 11:XIel Ranch cattle and Sheep Base 
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Situation in Table 16. The matrix of the LP l'bdel Ranch Cattle and 
Sheep was patterned after the matrixes developed in previous nodels. 
The only difference was that the cattle and sheep were handled as two 
separate enterprises, but were =nsidered as one li vest=k operation. 
The cattle and sheep enterpr ises were set up not to compete against 
each other for r esources. A copy of the matrix for this LP nodel and 
the descripti ons of the activities (oolurms) and the constraints (rc:ws) 
can be found in Appendix K. 
The feed requirerrents were determined in the sarre manner as for 
LP 1-bdel Ranch 90 (Table 30) . The sarre Aill1 equivalents per head were 
used for the cat tle . Ho""'ver, in determining the feed requirerrents 
for the sheep the follc:wing criteria was used , Table 20 . 
Table 20. Sheep feed requirerrents. 
Class No. Head Aill1 Equivalent/Head All'1s 
Ewes 100 X .2 20 
Ieplaoerrent Ewes 15 X . 16 
Yearling Ev""s 15 X . 12 2 
Rams 4 X .30 l 
Total 25 
The feed requirerrents for the flock of sheep were therefore asstnred to 
be 25 All'1s per rronth . The two alternatives by which the rancher might 
utilize pr ivate feed was incorporated into this LP model as was done in 
previous LP models . 
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LP Results 
The results for the LP 1-bdel Ranch Cattle and Sheep were deter-
mined for both alternatives under Base and each of the reduction 
simulations. The incorre return for the LP rrodel was the retu...--n for 
both the cattle and sheep as one enterprise. This return was the 
return above variable costs. The fixed costs were subtracted, as 
derronstrated in LP !bdel 90, to obtain net ranch incorre. The resource 
organization and net ranch incomes for LP lbdel Ranch Cattle and Sheep 
are presented in Table 21 and Table 22 . Alternative I is presented 
in Table 21, and Alternative II is presented in Table 22. 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed (Table 21) 
The Base Situation under Alternative I indicated that the cattle 
herd size could be 219 CCMS. This is 39 rrore CCMS than the ranchers 
currently operate with. This would only be possible, however, if rented 
pasture was available . The rancher \VOuld use all of the private feed 
because under this alternative he would elect to, and he would use all 
of the BU1-J:esert Permit and Forest permit for the cattle. He would 
only rent 239 Alll'1s of SU!lTiler pasture . 
As the reduction simulations are applied, the cattle herd size 
would reduce hom 196 under a 25% reduction to 127 with a 100% reduc-
tion. This would happen because the rancher would choose to use all 
private smrrrer feed which would take cattle away from the Forest permit. 
The rancher would rent all the winter pasture possible for the cattle 
and decrease and eliminate renting of surmer pasture . 
The flock size could be increased to 120 ewes if the rented 
pasture was available . This flock size could be naintained through 
all the simulations. The rancher \;auld use all the resources available 
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Table 21 . LP rrodel ranch cattle and sheep resource organization. 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
BU~"esert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
No . of Cows 219 196 173 150 127 
No . of Yearlings Sold 125 112 98 85 72 
BIM-Desert Pennit AUMs 966 724 483 241 0 
Forest Penni t Aill1s 640 640 594 452 310 
o.-m Alfalfa AUMs 795 795 795 795 795 
Buy Alfalfa AUMs 0 0 0 0 0 
Private Pasture lvinter JI.UMs 130 130 130 130 130 
Private Pasture Summer AUMs 475 475 475 475 475 
Rent Pasture \'linter Aill1s 406 406 406 406 406 
Rent Pasture Surrmer AUJ'1s 239 97 0 0 0 
No . of Ewes 120 120 120 120 120 
No . of lambs Sold 156 156 156 156 156 
BIM-Desert Permit Aill1s 57 43 29 14 0 
BIM-S1..1lliDer Permit AUMs 115 115 115 115 115 
o.-m Alfalfa AUMs 93 93 93 93 93 
Buy Alfalfa AUMs 30 45 59 73 88 
Private Pasture Fall 25 25 25 25 25 
Pri vate Pasture Summer 10 10 10 10 10 
Rent Pasture Fall 5 5 5 5 5 
Rent Pastur e Summer 25 25 25 25 25 
Net Ranch Incare 16,424 13,968 11,178 7 ,568 3,958 
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throughout the sinrulations . As the reduction took away the BIM-Cesert , 
the rancher would buy alfalfa to replace L~e forage loss. 
Alternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed (Table 22) 
The cattle herd size in Alternative II Base is 180 head of cONs. 
The rancher would use all the Blil-Cesert Pennit and Forest Pennit in 
the Base. The rancher would use all the private winter pasture and rent 
all the vlinter pasture possible. The rancher would use only half of 
the private alfalfa and all the private surmer pasture in the Base . 
The cattle herd size would stay the same size under a 25% reduc-
tion. All the resources 1-.0uld be used the same except as the BI11-
Cesert was reduced rrore private alfalfa would be used. Hov.Bver, with 
the other reduction sinrulations the herd size would decline. It is 
interesting to note that the herd sizes under a 50% reduction, a 75% 
reduction and a 100% reduction in both alternatives 1-.0uld be the same. 
The net ranch in=res will not be the same because the resources are 
used differently. 
The rancher would use all the Forest pennit throughout the simula-
tions. The rancher would use all of the private alfalfa beginning with 
a 50% reduction. The rancher should never buy alfalfa, but should 
reduce the herd size. The rancher would use all private winter pasture 
and rent all winter pasture available. As the herd size reduces under 
the simulations the private sumrrer pasture usage would decrease, but 
the rancher would not rent s1.l!IITl2r pasture. 
There was no difference between the sheep flock sizes and re-
source usage between Alternative I and II. The rancher would use all 
resources available and as L~e BIM-Cesert was lost he would buy alfalfa 
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Table 22. LP rrodel ranch cattle and sheep resource organization . 
Alternative II - Select ed Use of Private Feed 
B~Desert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
No . of Cows 180 180 173 150 127 
No. of Yearlings Sold 103 103 93 85 72 
~Desert Permit AUMs 966 724 483 241 0 
Forest Permit AUMs 640 640 640 640 640 
ONn Alfalfa AUMs 389 631 795 795 795 
Buy Alfalfa AUMs 0 0 0 0 0 
Private Pasture Winter AU<ls 130 130 130 130 130 
Private Pasture Sumrer AU1s 475 475 429 287 145 
Rent Pasture Winter A~$ 406 406 406 406 406 
Rent Pasture SliDT!"er AUI1s 0 0 0 0 0 
NO. of Ewes 120 120 120 120 120 
No . of Lambs Sold 156 156 156 156 156 
B~Desert Permit AUMs 57 43 29 14 0 
~Surmer Permit AUMs 115 115 115 115 115 
Chm Alfalfa AUMs 93 93 93 93 93 
Buy Alfalfa AU1s 30 45 59 73 88 
Private Pasture Fall 25 25 25 25 25 
Private Pasture Sumrer 10 10 10 10 10 
Rent Pasture Fall 5 5 5 5 5 
Rent Pasture SliDT!"er 25 25 25 25 25 
Net Ranch Incorre 16,489 13,994 11 , 450 8 , 690 5, 930 
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for tre sheep enterprises . Had the mcx:lel been set up differe.'1tl y 
wrere the sheep could h3.ve canpeted against the cattle for resources , 
the slEep flock size would h3.ve been increased and the cattle herd 
size would h3.ve prol:abl y been reduced. The constraining factor for 
the sheep in both alternatives was summer forage . Even with the 
Bil1 reductions with the val ues a rrl costs as set up in the model, the 
r ancrer \\OUld rave bought more alfalfa to maintain a larger flock 
had more sJmmer forage been available. 
Net Ranch Incanes 
The net ranch iP.canes for LP M::del Ranch cattle and Sheep are 
pr e sented in Table 23 . These incanes are for both cattle and sheep , 
because they are considered a s one livestock operation . Alternative II 
Table 23. LP model ranch cattle and sheep net ranch incorres 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
ELM- Desert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Net Ranch Incares 16,424 13 , 968 11,178 7 , 568 3 , 958 
Loss in L'1cane 0 2 , 456 2 , 790 3 , 610 3,610 
Percent Loss in Incane 0 15% 20% 32% d8% 
CUmulative Loss in Income 0 2 , 456 5,246 8 , 856 12 , 466 
Cumul ative % Loss in Income 0 15% 32% 54% 76% 
!Uternative II - Se l ected Use of Private Feed 
Net Ranch Inccme 16 ,489 13 , 994 11 , 450 8 , 690 5 , 950 
Loss in Income 0 2 , 495 2 , 544 2 , 760 2, 760 
Percent Loss in Incane 0 15% 18% 24 % 32% 
Cumulative Loss in Incane 0 2, 495 5 , 039 7 , 799 10 , 559 
Cumulative % Loss in Incorne 0 15% 31% 47% 64 % 
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v.ould have higher ircorres than Alternative I. The reason being that it 
is the most optimal resource organization . Alternative I ~o.Uuld have 
higher income losses because the ran:::her can't adjust resources as well 
a s in Alternative II . The rancher , operating a s optimal as is possible, 
v.ould still suffer cumulative percent losses in income ranging from 15% 
loss under a 25 % reduction to a 65% loss under a 100% reduction . The 
ircome losses are not as high as in previous rrodels because the sheep 
v.ould help cushion the loss in each simulation . 
Model Ranch So . Idaho 
Model Ranch So. Idaho repress~ted livestock operations that were 
located in southern Idah::l, and used the BIM- Desert in Wayne County for 
winter grazing . 
in this group. 
There were four ranchers whose operations were included 
The herd size r anged from 90 caws to 250 caws with the 
average herd size being 140 cows. Only one rancher was a full time 
rancher. 'I\;o of the ranchers had ranching as the rrain source of inccrne , 
but they also raised ard sold crops . One rarcher bought , sold , and 
trucked cattle . The data from the ranchers on their r anching operations 
'ISS incorporated on the average to develop a rrodel typical of the 
ranchers ' operations. 
Listed below are ~eduction assumptions dealing specifically with 
the rrodel generated from the rarchers' data for the year 1979. 
l. The average herd size was 140 cows . 
2. The number of calves weaned was 112 (weaning rate of 80%) . 
3 . Tre number of replacEment heifers kept was 18 (heifer 
replacement rate of 13%) . 
4 . The number of calves sold o,ss 94 (calf crop selling rate of 67%). 
5. The number of cull cows sold was 14 (cull cow rate of 10%) . 
6. There were ~ bulls replaced each year. 
7. There was a death of 3%. 
8. Ninety head of cattle were permitted to graze on the Bli!-
D=sert 1-1inter range. 
9. One hundred thirty-four head of cattle were permitted to 
graze on BIM surrrrer range in southern Idaho. 
10. Costs of barley, pasture, and alfalfa hay were the sane for 
southern Idaho ranchers as for \'layne County ranchers . Hc:Mever, the 
southern Idaho ranchers fed rrore pounds of alfalfa per ccM than did 
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the Wayne County ranchers. The southern Idaho ranchers in the inter-
views claimed that the winters were rrore harsh and lasted longer in 
southern Idaho than in \•layne County . Therefore , rrore alfalfa per head 
was fed . In converting alfalfa hay tonage to AUM.s, it W>S assurred 
that 760 pounds of alfalfa equaled one AUM of alfalfa for the southern 
Idaho ranchers . One ton of alfalfa equals 2.63 AU!-1s per ton which was 
less than the conversion rate ( 3. 33 Allt·l.s per ton) used in other rrodels. 
The above production assumptions along with assumptions in 
Chapters II and III for the rrodel rancher and BG m:xiels were incor-
porated into the BG enterprise budget for 1-bdel Ranch So . Idaho. The 
average receipts and inputs typical of the ranchers in this group were 
used. A copy of the enterprise budget as set up for the BG 1-bdel 
Ranch So. Idaho is in Appendix L. 
BG Results 
The receipts , costs and returns for BG r.i:x:lel Ranch So. Idaho <<ere 
determined in t.l-:le sarre l!Elliler as was described for BG tb:iel Ranch 90. 
The receipts, costs and retu=s for BG a:xiel Ranch So. Idaho are 
presented in Table 24. 
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The ranchers of sourthern Idaho sold rrost of the weaner calves in 
the fall , but they did keep a few to sell as yearlings . For this rrodel 
46 steer calves and 28 b.eifer calves were sold in the fall. Ten 
yearling steers and 10 yearling heifers '-"'re sold in the spring. 
This is indicated in the receipts section of Table 24 . 
The receipts for this rrodel were $309.24 per head . This was the 
second lowest receipts per head registered of all the rrodels. BG 
l'bdel Ranch Cattle and Sheep (Table 16) had the lov.est receipts per 
head for cattle. The reason receipts per head was low for BG M:xlel 
So. Idaho was because rrost of the calves were sold as weaners , thus 
bringing in a lov~er receipt . Had all the calves been sold as yearlings , 
a larger receipt would have been brought in. 
The total cash cost per head for this rrodel was $242.55 . This 
cost per head was higher than the total cash cost per head for l'bdel 
Ranch 160 ($234.19) . Although the herd sizes were similar (140 for 
l'bdel Ranch So. Idaho and 160 for l1odel Ranch 160) , the cost in ~bdel 
Ranch So. Idaho was rrore due to the additional costs of trucking the 
cattle. 
The net ranch incorre for this rrodel was $3 , 636 or $40 . 25 per head. 
This incorre was lov.er than the inoorre per head for M:xlel Ranch 160 of 
$54.31 (Table 6) , because the higher cash costs in B3 l'bdel Ranch 
So. Idaho accounted for most of the difference . 
Once the BG l'bdel Ranch So. Idaho was established for the Base 
Situation the reduction sLmulations were applied . They were applied 
as in previous rrodels with reductions of 25% , 50%, 75% and 100% of 
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Table 24. BG r:odel ranch so. Idaho base situation. 
Receipts Quantity unit Ave. lvt. Price/cwt. Total Value 
Steer Calves 46 Head 430 90.00 17,802 
Heifer calves 28 Head 410 30.00 9,184 
Yearling Steers 10 Head 575 84.75 4,873 
Yearling Heifer.; 10 Head 525 54.62 3,918 
Cull CCW-; 14 Head 950 45.38 6,036 
Cull Bulls 2 Head 1,250 59.25 1,481 
Total !leceipts 43 , 294 
Total Receipts/Head* 309.24 
cash Costs Total COst cost/Head* 
BI."1-Desert Pennit 936 6.69 
BI.*-St.mrer Penni t 2,446 17.47 
Alfalfa Hay 6,920 49 . 43 
Pasture 4,008 28 . 63 
Barley 274 1.96 
Protein Block 1,114 7.96 
Salt 410 2.93 
Vet. & !led. 553 3.95 
OJstan Hauling 1,800 12.85 
Brand Inspection 54 .39 
Blood Test 90 . 64 
Hach. Fuel, Lub. & Pepair 5, 704 40.74 
E>quip . Lube and Pepair 76 .54 
Labor 5,869 41.92 
Land Tax 1.031 7.36 
Other Tax 815 5.82 
Insurance 130 .93 
Interest on Operating capital 1,727 12.34 
Total cash COsts 33,957 242.55 
Other COsts 
I:epreciation 3;701 26.44 
Interest on capital Invest:nent 12,165 86.89 
Interest on Land Invest:nent 7,339 52.42 
Total Ot:l'.er Costs 23,205 165.75 
Total All costs 59,431 408.30 
Net Cash Incare 9,337 66.69 
Net Ranch Incare 5,636 40.25 
!€turn to Land Invest:nent - 6 , 529 -46 . 64 
Peturn to Operator -13,868 -99.06 
*I:etennined by dividing by herd size - 14 0 head. 
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the BIM-r:esert winter range. The results of the reduction simulations 
are presented in Table 25. 
Alfalfa hay oost ><Ould increase because when the desert forage 
is lost, either alfalfa hay or pasture v.ould be bought. In the case 
of this nodel, pasture costs only increased under a 25% reduction and 
a 100% reduction. These reductions v.ould be 11\3.de in the spring and 
fall respectively when pasture is available. The rest of the reductions 
\<Ould occur during mid winter when pasture is not available and alfalfa 
would be fed. Protein block cost v.ould decrease in direct relation 
to the BIN-r:esert usage. Custom hauling, brand inspection, and blood 
testing costs v.ould be eliminated under a 100% reduction, because 
there v.ould be no need after the Bil'I-r:esert grazing is eliminated. 
M3.chinery fuel, lubrication and repair costs would decrease through 
the simulations because of the less trips taken to the desert. This 
is the same reason depreciation and interest on capital investment 
costs would decrease. 
Total cash costs would increase under a 25% reduction, a 50% 
reduction and a 75% reduction. However, under a 100% reduction the 
total cash costs would decrease to a level lower than total cash costs 
under a 75% reduction. This would be due to the costs of custom hauling, 
brand inspection, and blood tests being eliminated under a 100% 
reduction . 
The net ranch in=res for BG !·bdel Ranch So. Idaho under Base 
and the reduction simulations are presented in Table 26. The net 
ranch incorres would decrease from the Base Situation under each simula-
tion e=ept under a 100% reduction. Even though the inoorre would 
increase under a 100% reduction, it wuuld not be enough to return back 
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Table 25. BG m::del ranch so. Idaho s imulations. 
Peceipts Quantity Unit Ave. l't. Price/cwt. Total Value 
Steer calves 46 Head 430 90.00 17,802 
Heifer calves 23 Head 410 80.00 9,184 
Year lir1g Steers 10 Head 575 84.75 4,873 
Yearling Heifers 10 Head 525 74.62 3,918 
Cull O::tws 14 !lead 950 45.38 6,036 
Cull Bulls 2 Head 1,250 59.25 1,481 
Total Feceipts 43,294 
ELM-Desert Reductions 
Cash Costs 25% 50% 75% 100% 
BIH-Desert Pennit 702* 468* 234* 0* 
BW-Sureer Pennit 2,446 2,446 2,446 2,446 
Alfalfa Hay 9,075* 11, 708* 14,341* 16,017* 
Pasture 4,233* 4,233 4,233 4,683* 
Barley 274 274 274 274 
Protein Block 835* 557* 329* 0* 
Salt 410 410 410 410 
Vet. & M2dicine 553 553 553 553 
Custon Hauling 1,800 1,800 1,800 o• 
Brand Inspection 54 54 54 0* 
Blcod Test 90 90 90 0* 
t·1ach. Fuel, ~ & Repair 5,432* 5,023* 4, 614* 4,206* 
Il:;tJip. Lul:e and Pepair 76 76 76 76 
Labor 5,869 5,869 5,369 5,869 
land Tax 1,031 1,031 1,031 1,031 
other Tax 315 815 815 815 
Insurance 130 130 130 130 
Interest on (l::eration ca,>ital 1,368* 2 , 043* ~· ~· 
Total Cash Costs $35,693 $37' 580 $39,331 $38,557 
other Costs 
' 
r:epreciation 3,614* 3,482* 3, 350* 3,219* 
Interest on capital Invest. 12,089* 11,991* 11, 392* 11, 793* 
Interest on land Investnent 7,339 7,339 7,339 7,339 
Total other Costs $23,042 $22,812 $22,581 $22,351 
Total All Costs $58,735 $60,392 $61,912 $60,908 
Net cash I.ncone 7,601 5,714 3,963 4, 737 
Net Ranch In=re 3,987 2,232 613 1,518 
Peturn to land Invest:rrent -8,102 -9,759 -11,279 -10,275 
Peturn to (l::erator -15,441 -17,098 -18,618 17,614 
*This cost has increased or decreased fran the Base Situation. 
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to the level of incorre of a 50% reduction. The negative figure of 
-905 for l oss of income under a 100% reduction and the negative percent 
incorre loss of -148% indicate that that incorre would increase betvJeen 
a 75% reduction and a 100% reduction. It can be interpreted from the 
rrodel that the ranchers from southern Idaho would be better off not 
using the Bil1-Desert after a 50% reduction. This is according to the 
conditions and costs of 1979. 
Table 26. BG rrodel ranch so. Idaho net ranch incorres. 
B~Desert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Net Ranch Incorres 5,636 3,987 2,232 613 1,518 
Loss in Incorre 1 , 649 1, 755 1,619 -905 
Percent Loss in Incorre 0 29% 44% 73% -148% 
Cumulative Loss in Incorre 0 1,649 3,404 5,023 4,118 
Cumulative % Loss in Incorre 29% 60% 89% 73% 
The cumulative percent loss in incomes shown in Table 26 for BG 
M:xlel Ranch So. Idaho are quit<! severe. The only other rrodel that 
compares is BG 11:xlel Ranch 160 (Table 8) . 
LP 1-bdel Developrent 
The LP M:xlel Ranch So. Idaho was set up under the sarre procedure 
discussed in previous rrodels. The inputs and costs on a per head 
basis were used from the BG M:xlel Ranch So. Idaho Base Situation 
(Table 24). The matrix for this LP rrodel and the descriptions of the 
activities (colurrn1s) and constraints (raws) can be found in Appendix M. 
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The feed requirerrents were dete:rnrined in the sarre mmner as for LP l 'bdel 
Panc.l-1 90 (Table 30) . The two alten1atives by which the ranchers might 
utilize private feed were inoorporated into this LP 'nodel as in previous 
LP rrodels. 
LP Fesults 
The results for LP !1::xlel Panch So. Idaho were dete:rnrined for both 
al ten1ati ves under Base Situation and each of the reduction simulations. 
The resource organization and net ranch inoorres for LP l'bdel Panch So. 
Idaho are presented in Table 27. 
Alten1ative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
In the Base Situation under Alternative I, where the rancher had 
elected to utilize all private feed, the ranc.l-lers oould have a herd 
size of 163 oo\VS which is 23 head nore than the ranchers were OJ=Erating 
with on the average. This would only be possible if the rented pasture 
was available. The rancher would use all the resources available 
except bought alfalfa and only part of the rented sumrrer pasture 
available. 
Under a 25% reduction the rancher would use the resources as in 
the Base, but the herd size would be reduced and the rented scnmrer 
pasture usage would be less. The herd size would still be five head 
larger than the ranchers had on the average. 
Under a 50% reduction, the herd size would be reduced to 128 cONS. 
The rancher by choosing to use all private feed would use the private 
sumrrer pasture instead of 98 AUI·ls of Bil·!-Sumrrer range. The rancher 
would not rent sumrrer pasture. The rest of the resources would be used 
as before. 
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Table 27. LP m:xl.el ranch S::J. Idaho resource organization. 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
BIM-Desert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
No . of Cows 163 145 128 140 140 
No. of Weaner Calves Sold 86 77 68 74 76 
No. of Yearlings Sold 23 20 18 20 20 
ElM-Desert Permit AUMs 495 372 248 127 0 
W1-Surrmer Pemit Aill1s 670 670 572 670 670 
CMn Alfalfa AUMs 455 455 455 455 455 
Bought Alfalfa AUMs 0 0 0 210 334 
Private Pasture Winter Aill1s 46 46 46 46 46 
Private Pasture Summer AUMs 455 455 455 455 455 
Rent Pasture Winter AUMs 158 158 158 158 158 
Rent Pasture SUmrer AUMs 183 43 0 0 0 
Net Ranch Inc:are 5 ,906 5,126 3,767 2,186 2,656 
Alternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed 
No . of Cows 103 85 128 110 97 
No. of Weaner Calves Sold 54 45 68 59 51 
No. of Yearlings Sold 14 12 18 15 14 
ElM-Desert Permit AUMs 495 372 248 124 0 
BIM-Surmer Pemit AUMs 670 670 670 670 670 
CMn Alfalfa AUMs 29 24 455 455 455 
Bought Alfalfa AUMs 0 0 0 0 0 
Private Pasture Winter AUMs 46 46 46 46 46 
Private Pasture Surrmer AU!1s 155 9 357 217 108 
Rent Pasture Winter AU!-ls 158 158 158 158 158 
Rent Pasture Summer AUMs 0 0 0 0 0 
Net Ranch Inc:are 6 ,480 5,244 4,192 3,153 3,400 
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Under a 75% and 100% reduction the rancher =uld increase the 
herd size back to 140 =ws. The costs of truc.ldng the cattle to Hayne 
County have decreased, due to the Bil1-Desert reductions, to a p:>int 
where the rancher could buy alfalfa and increase the herd size back 
to the original size . This rray not be the rrost profitable because 
the rancher "-'Juld have to keep a herd large enough to utilize all 
private feed, but the rancher by increasing the herd size w::>uld be 
able to take advantage of all the Forest permit. 
Alternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed 
In the Base Situation under Altemative II, du= to the costs the 
rancher would only have a herd size of 103 head. A herd l arge enough 
to fully utilize all the BU1-Desert Permit, all the BIM-Sl.Ul1rer Permit, 
all the private winter pasture, and all the rented winter pasture 
available. Under a 25% reduction the rancher would decrease the herd 
size to 85 =ws . Again, a herd size large enough to utilize all of 
the above rrentioned resources. The other resources are used little 
or none at all. 
The l01ver costs of trucking cattle to Wayne County, 10\'/er because 
of less use due to BU1-Desert reductions, take effect in this alterna-
tive under a 50% reduction, wrereas , in Alternative I they tcok effect 
under a 75% reduction . This fact can be witnessed in Alternative II 
under a 50% reduction •ihere the herd size was increased to 128 head 
of <XMS. The resources that were being used to the fullest before 
are still being used to the fullest, but the rancher would nCM use 
all private alfalfa and rrore private surnrer pasture to maximize profits . 
Under a 75% and a 100% reduction the herd size decreased to 110 
CCMS and 97 CCMS respectively. Even though the costs of trucking 
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cattle becarre less, the rancher would still reduce herd size. The 
rancher utilizes the full availability of the ELM-Desert Permit , the 
EUl-Sumrer Permit, private alfalfa , private winter pasture , and rented 
winter pasture under a 75% reduction and a 100% reduction. 
The resource usage in Alternative II, which is =nsidered the 
optimal usage, indicated that the rancher would use (1) all the cheapest 
feed first which is ELM-Desert and ELM-sumrer, (2) all the private and 
rented winter pasture available, (3) use private alfalfa if cheaper 
alternative feeds aren't available. The herd size would be adjusted 
to utilize the above mentioned feeds in a profit maximizing way. 
Net ~ch In=rres 
The net ranch in=rres for LP tbdel Ranch So. Idaho are presented 
in Table 28 . The net ranch in=rres for roth alternatives are presented 
with the in=rre losses. 
The net ranch incorres shown for roth Alternatives I and II would 
be higher tren the net r anch incanes shown for the EG mxlel net ranch 
incanes ('rable 26), because the LP rncx:lel detennined the optimal 
resource usage and net ranch incanes under the circumstances. 
The net ranch in=rres for Alternative II would be higher than 
Alternative I. The in=rre l osses would be less also except under a 
25% reduction. The cumulative percent losses in incorre in Alternative 
II would be less except under a 25% r eduction. Evidently , Alternative 
I \-;Quld not have as large a loss of incorre under a 25% reduction by 
having the large herd . HOI'.Bver, this advantage would be lost as 
larger reductions in the use of EI11- Desert occur . 
Even though the curnulati ve percent l osses would be l =er in 
Alternative II than in Alternative I and the EG rrodel , the percent 
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Table 28. LP rnxlel ranch so. Idaho net ranch incorres. 
Alternative I - Full Use of Private Feed 
BI.M-Cesert Reductions 
Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Net Panch In=re 5,906 5,126 3, 767 2,186 2,656 
Loss in In=re 0 780 1,359 1,581 - 40 
Percent Loss in Incorre 0 13% 27% 42% -22% 
Cumulative Loss in Ina:rre 0 780 2,139 3 , 720 3,250 
Cumulative % Loss in Ina:rre 0 13% 36% 63% 55% 
Alternative II - Selected Use of Private Feed 
Net Panch Incorre 6,480 5,244 4 , 192 3 ,153 3,400 
Loss in In=re 0 1,236 1,052 1,039 -247 
Percent Loss in Incorre 0 19% 20% 25% -8% 
Cumulative Loss in Ina:rre 0 1,236 2,288 3 , 327 3,080 
Cumulative % Loss in Ina:rre 0 19% 35% 51% 48% 
losses >-Ould be significant. In Alternative II where the opt:inal 
ocnditions are est:inated, cumulative percent losses in incane would 
range fran 19% to 51% with reductions of BI.M-Desert ranging fran 
25% to 100%. 
Shadow Prices 
Linear prograrrming has the ability to detennine shadow prices 
of the activities in the rrodels . Several observations can be made 
from the values of the shadow prices. At least three observations are 
of importance to this study . (1) Shadow prices indicate ho" much the 
value of the objective function can be increased if another unit of 
an activity could be introduced into the rrodel. (2) The value of the 
shadow price indicates how much the rancher would be willing to pay 
for another unit of an activity. ( 3) The shadow price also indicates 
how constraining the activity is on the rrodel. The higher the value 
of the shadow price the rrore constraining the activity is. The value 
shows how nruch rrore would have to be paid before another alternative 
activity could be bought. 
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For example, M:ldel Ranch 90 showed the ranchers having 450 AilllS of 
Blli Desert at the cost of $1.89 per AU!-1. The LP M:ldel Ranch 90 in 
the Base Situation had a shadow price of $11.10 for the BU1 Desert 
grazing activity. This value of $11.10 indicates that (l) if the 
ranchers could get another Aill1 of Bill Desert they could profit by 
$11.10 , (2) the ranchers would be willing to pay up to $11.10 rrore 
for another AU!-I of Blli Desert. In other words , the ranchers would 
pay up to $12 • 99 per Ailll for another AUH of BL.'l Desert. Any rrore than 
$12 . 99 and they would loose rroney. And, (3) the value of $11.10 
indicates that the next best feeding alternative is going to cost 
$11.10 per Aill1 rrore than an AUH of Blli Desert . In rrost cases in the 
LP rrodels the Blli Desert grazing activities had the highest shadow 
prices, indicating that it is the nost constraining feed alternative 
in the rrodel. If the number of Blll Desert AilllS could be increased, 
the herd size would increase also depending on the other constraints 
of the rrodel. 
Table 29 presents the shado>v prices as derived by the LP rrodels 
for the Bill Desert and forest grazing activities . The shadow prices 
are shavn for both feeding alternatives explained earlier in the 
chapter. The values of the shad0\'1 prices can be used to make the 
observations explained above . 
Table 29. Shadoo prices f;ram LP m:xlels f;o r Bill o=sert and Forest grazing, 
BU1 Cesert Shaclc:M Prices (Per At.J-1) 
Annual Alternati ~ I Al terna ti ve II 
COst 811-1 I:esert Redt..X:ti.ons BU1 Cesert Reductions 
t-bdels Per MJM Base 25% 50% . 75% IO O% Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
Model Ranch 90 1.89 ll.lO 11.10 ll.lO 14 .91 14.91 11.10 11.10 11.10 13.53 13.53 
M::>del Ranch 160 1.89 8.58 8.58 13.27 13.27 13.27 8.25 9.68 9.68 10.11 13.27 
HJdel Ranch 430 1.89 12.95 12.95 14.91 14.91 14.91 12.95 12.95 14.13 14 . 13 14.13 
>bdel Ranch cattle & Sheep 
Cattle 1.89 9.95 9.95 14.65 14.65 14.65 10 .11 10.11 11.12 11.12 11.12 
Sheep 1.89 14.91 14.91 14.91 14.91 14.91 14 . 91 14.91 14.91 14.91 14.91 
n::del Ranch So. Idaho 1.89 10.56 10.97 18.69 19 . 02 19 . 02 12.81 13.24 13.76 14.41 17 . 26 
Avera~ 11.34 11.41 14 . 59 15.28 15.28 11.69 12.00 12.45 13.04 14 .04 
Forest Sha..clo.Y Prices (Per Al.G-1) 
l\nnua1 Alternative I Alternative II 
COst BU4 cesert R::!dtrt1ons BU1 D.::=sert Fcductions 
>bde1s Per AUM Base 25~ 50% 75% 100% Base 25% 50% 75% 100% 
t'bdel Ranch 90 2.03 7.97 7 . 97 7.97 1.44 1.44 7.97 7.97 7.97 5.97 5 . 97 
Hxlel Ranch 160 2.03 7.97 7. 97 0 0 0 7.97 5.97 5.97 5. 37 0 
•bdel Ranch 430 2.03 7.97 7.97 4.65 4.65 4.65 7.97 7.97 5.97 5.97 5.97 
t-tx:lel Ranch cattle & Sheep 
cattli 2.03 7.97 7.97 0 0 0 7. 70 7. 70 5.97 5.97 5.97 
Sheep 2 1.89 27.36 27.36 27.36 27.36 27.36 27.36 27.36 27.36 27.36 27.36 
z.tx.'le 1 Ranch So. Idaho 3.65 6 . 35 6 . 35 0 . 28 2.66 4.35 4 .35 4.35 4.35 4.35 
Avera~3 7 . 97 7.97 3.16 1. 52 1.52 7.90 7 . 40 6.47 5.82 4.48 
;.n1e sheep grazed on BIN stmrer range instead of Forest range. 
3·Ihese randters grazed their cattle on DWJ Srnrrer Range in southern Idaho. This average cbcs not includ.e the sheep, and dces not include the cattle fran oouthen1 Idaho. 
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The BU1 Desert shadow prices usually are the difference between 
the =st of an AUM of BIM Desert and the next cheapest feed source. 
For example, the value of $14.91 shown in various m:xlels is the 
difference between the =st of an AUM of BIM Desert ($1.89) and the 
=st of an AUM of bought alfalfa ($16 . 80). Other shadow prices may 
not be the exact difference due to rounding e=r and the role the 
other activities have on the rrodel. M::xlel Panch So. Idaho generally 
has higher shadow prices because the =st of an AUH of alfalfa is 
rrore expensive in southern Idaho (15 . 21 for ranch raised and $21.29 
for bought). 
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In rrost of the rrodels shown the value of the shadow price stays 
the sarre in sorre of the BIM Desert reduction simulations then increases 
in the next simulation. The increase is caused because the feed source 
which has compensated for the lost AUI!s of BIM Desert has reached its 
limit and another rrore expensive feed source is used. For example, 
in H:xlel Panch 90 under feeding Alt.ernative I Base, 25%, and 50% 
reductions have the sane shadow price, $11.10 , because the next 
cheapest feed source is ranch raised alfalfa at $12 . 00/AUM. Hov.ever, 
under a 75% and 100% reduction the shadow price increased to $14.91 
because the next cheapest feed source is bought alfalfa at $16 . 80/AUI1. 
IVith a 75% reduction of Bil1 Desert AUI1s the ranchers vJOuld have used 
up all of their own alfalfa and Hould have to buy alfalfa or reduce 
the herd size . 
In feeding Alternatives I the shadov1 prices increased on the 
average from $11.34 in the Base Situation to $15 . 28 under a 100% BU-1 
Desert reduction. In feeding Alternative II the shadow prices increased 
on the average from $11 . 69 in the Base Situation to $14.04 under a 100% 
Bill Desert reduction. The shadow prices in Alternative II did not 
increase a s much a s in Alternative I, because in Alternative II the 
ranchers would l::e able to select feed a lternatives mor e easily . 
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The high values of the shadow prices shown for BLM Desert in Table 
29 imply that the BlM Desert is valuable to the ranchers now and \',Olild 
becane rrore valuable as the arrount of BlM Desert grazing is reduced . 
The reason the BlM Desert is so valuable i s because the next feed 
alternative is very expensive , which in rrost cases is alfalfa hay, 
and becanes even rrore expensive a s the BIM Desert grazing is reduced. 
The BlM Desert is the rrost constraining factor to ranchers at the 
present t:ime. According to the LP models used in this study the 
ranchers would l::e willing to pay a sizeable arrount more, up to $15.28 
on the average , for another BlM Desert AUM. 
The shadow prices for the Forest grazing activity are not a s large 
in the LP models a s the BU-1 Desert gra zing activity shadow prices. 
The shadow pr ices are snaller because the next cheapest feed source 
is pr ivate pasture at $8 . 00;1\UM or rented pasture at $10 . 00/AUM. The 
value $5.97 shown in several models is the di£ference l::etween the cost 
of an AUM of Forest grazing and the cost of an AUM of private pasture. 
The va lue $7 . 97 shown also in several models is the di£ference l::e-
tween the =st of an AUM of Forest grazing and an AUM of rented 
pasture. 
The shadow prices for Forest grazL'1g becane snaller as the BlM 
Desert reduction simulat ions increase because the herd size is usually 
l::eing r educed and the next cheapest feed source has changed fran 
rented pasture to private pasture. · In instances where the shadow 
price is zero the rancher 1-o.lid have reduced his herd size to the point 
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where he WJUld be able to maintain the entire herd on Forest grazing . 
This may rrean that he is not able to even use all the Forest grazing 
AUMs allotted to h:im. 
The high shado.v prices for the· PJM surrmer range for the sheep 
indicate the :importance of that range to the sheep ranchers. That 
range is the most constraining to them during the year. The sheep 
ranchers could profit $27.36 if another AUM of PJM sumner range 
could be obtained. 
The ranchers fran southern Idaho could profit also fran sane 
nore PJM sumner range in Idaho . The PJM Desert winter range i s the 
most constraining feed alternative to them . 
In the following chapter , Chapter V, the results obtained fran 
the nodels explained in this chapter are surrrnarized . The results are 
used to arrive at the conclusions of the study . Also , discussed are 
reccmnerrlations of future stu:lies and how other studies deali.'1g with 
the theme of this study may be enhanced. 
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OIAPI'ER v 
SUM'1ARY, CCNCLUSIONS, AND ~1MENDATICNS 
Federally owned lands constitute over two thirds of the total 
land area in the state of Utah. They provide uses for =Y diversified 
users , both agricultural and non-agricultural . Livestock operations 
have depended heavily on federally owned lands since the beginning of 
the industry in utah for rro.1ch of the forage for their livestock. In 
recent years, use of these federal lands by non- agriculture users has 
increased and so has the opposition for use of federal lands by 
livestock. Much of their opposition has been sensed in policy decisions 
rrade prinarily by the Bureau of Land Hanagerrent (BIM) and Forest Service 
who administer the use of these federal lands . Livestock operators in 
Utah have witnessed sorre l oss of their grazing privileges and fear 
rrore possible losses in the future. 
The purpose of this study was to select an area in utah that t~as 
predominantly livestock oriented which used federal l ands for livestock 
grazing, and to develop rrodel ranches exertlfllifying the typical live-
stock operation in the area. These rrodel ranches were then used in 
a Budget Generator program (BG) and a Linear programming framework 
(LP) to simulate reductions of 25%, 50%, 75% , and 100% reductions of 
BIM land usage . The results were then used to detennine incorre 
changes , herd size changes , and resource usage in the rrodels as the 
reductions took place. 
The area chosen was Wayne County , Utah because o f the der;:endence 
of the livestock operators on B~! land for livestock grazing in the 
winter . Also because the area was predominantly livestock oreinted. 
A group of ranchers from southern Idaho was also included because of 
their usage of the BL"! land in Wayne County. 
The BG rrodels predicted that a 25% reduction of BU~ grazing 
v.Duld cause an inccrre loss on the average of 19 . 6% , a 50% reduction 
of B~ grazing v.Duld cause an income loss on the average of 46 . 8%, 
a 75% reduction of B~ grazing v.Duld cause a 73 . 6% loss of income 
on the average, and a 100% reduction of B~ grazing would cause an 
81% loss of in=re on the average. 
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The LP mcdels predicted that a 25% reduction of B~ grazing v.Duld 
cause a 17.9% l oss in income. A 50% reduction of Blli grazing would 
cause a 37 .8% loss in in=re. A 75% reduction of BI11 grazing v.Duld 
cause a 60.2% loss in incorre. A 100% reduction of BU1 grazing M:Juld 
cause a 77 .6% loss in in care. 
The LP mcdel results showed that in the event of a B~! Desert 
grazing reduction the ranchers should not buy alfalfa hay to replace 
the forage lost by Blli grazing reductions . Instead , the rancher •;ould 
be better off reducing the herd size to the size where all private 
feed (alfalfa and pasture) and any rented winter pasture could feed 
the herd including r emaining Blli winter grazing. This would cause 
non- use of surrrrer pasture. The ranchers should develop rrore private 
feed in the form of alfalfa hay and winter pasture. The rancher 
should also rent any winter pasture available. 
The majority of the ranchers or their wives interviewed M:Jrked 
off the ranch at least part of the time. M::>st of these part-time jobs 
involved logging, mining, working on other ranches, or secretarial 
jobs. Bh'1 grazing reductions causing losses in incorre would probably 
cause rrore of the ranchers or their wives to work off the ranch. A 
study of the whole economy would have to be made before an analysis 
of these adjustrrents could be made. 
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Joint use of the Budget Cenerator (BG) and Linear programni.ng 
frarrev.:>rk (LP) indicated that each rrethod has strengths and weaknesses. 
The BG set up the enterprise budget and by use of the coefficients 
built into the program, receipts, costs and returns were generated. 
This provided one solution to the problem of evaluating adjustrrents 
in the livestock operation and in=rre loss for the area studied. 
The LP was then easily set up from t.lc!e values of the BG. The LP 
had the advantage of determining the optimal solution, whereas the 
BG did not. The !lDSt advantageous use of the LP for this particular 
study was its ability to predict herd sizes, to show the constraining 
resources, and to indicate a range of values (shadow prices) for which 
the value of resources may vary and affect the profitability of the 
ranches considered. 
When this study was begun, the BIN 1vas in the pr=ess of selecting 
rrethods of evaluating irrpacts of grazing reduction. A goal of this 
study was to dei!Dnstrate the use of t.lc!e BG and LP used together to 
evaluate. It has since been learned that the BIN has chosen the BG 
and LP as rrethods of evaluation. 
This study has shown that the BG and LP programs can be used 
together to rreasure the irrpacts of policy changes by federal agencies. 
The BG and LP prograrrs used together enable policy makers to be aware 
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of the irrpacts that any [Xllicy change nay have on ranchers whose live-
stock or:erations depend on feder al lands as a source of feed. 
Conclusions 
The =nclusions made are based on the results of the BG m:xlels 
and LP rrodels devel or:ed from the data obtained from the 30 ranchers 
interviewed. The concl usions reached in this s t udy are : 
l. Reduction in the use of BLM winter grazing will put a burden 
on the ranchers during the rrost critical livestock feeding r:eriod of 
the year. Due to the high cost s of alternat ive feeds the rancher \vill 
have no other alternative than to reduce herd size . 
2. Peduction of the ranchers herd sizes brought on by a BLM 
winter grazing reduction will cause the rancher to lose a [Xlrtion 
of the incorre currently being earned. This will cause rrore off the 
fam errployrrent. 
3. Peduction of the herd size c-..aused by BLM winter grazing 
reductions will cause nonuse of private resources such as surrrrrer 
pasture and in sorre instances alfalfa. The resources =uld be sold 
if there was a rrarket. However , if all the ranchers in an area have 
a surplus of these resources , then the supply will be greater than the 
derrand , and a l ot of the resources may go unused . 
4 . The r esults of this study derronstrated that the BG and LP 
rrethods corrplirrent each other and both can be used to evaluate . 
Recamendations 
This study focused on t.'le livestock operators of an area . In 
order to fully realize the effects of policy changes the effects need 
to be carried on into the local e=nom; . In an area such as the 
one chosen for this stu:iy, where the rrain industry is agriculture , 
policy changes can have rippling effects. A study to rreasure the 
effects on the local e=nomy would be nost enlightening. 
The question of the livestock operators of supplerrenting their 
in=rres by other rreans would be a worthy pursuit. In an e=nomy 
dominated by comrercial agriculture there rray be scare devastating 
results in the local e=nomy if the policy changes are made and there 
are few rreans of supplerrenting loss in=rre. This problem rray be 
included in the previously rrentioned study. 
There were no full-tirre sheep nodels included in this study. 
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Although a full-tirre sheep operator was interviewed, the results =uld 
not be used because this would not rraintain the confidentiality of the 
data obtained from ranchers in the area. A study determining the 
effects on full-tirre sheep operators should be analyzed for the area. 
This study =uld include the profitability of sheep operations versus 
cattle . 
The nodels used in this study used the cow-calf operation as the 
only alternative available to operators . Analyzing other alternatives 
available to the operator and his operation =uld be pursued. Alterna-
tives such as pure bred operations, yearling steer operations, springing 
heifer operations, and feeding operations. One nodel had cattle and 
sheep, but they were not allowed to corrpete against each other for one 
alternative being better than the other. A study determining alterna-
tive possibilities oould denonstrate ways for livestock operations to 
becorre nore flexible and stable. 
This stu:iy dealt with the BIM land use and grazing reductions. 
A study dealing with fee increases for utah could parallel this 
study. It could be broadened to include Forest land use as well. 
In the interviews it was learned that federal land grazing 
permits were bought and sold between ranchers. Whenever a reduction 
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of federal land grazing occurs, the equity the rancher has in the permit 
is lost. Changes in the ranchers' equity should be explained . 
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APPENDICES 
DEPA RTMENT OF 
ECONOMI CS 
UMC 35 
Mr. John Doe 
111 State Street 
Loa, Utah 84747 
Dear Mr. Doe: 
Appendix A 
Letter Sent to Operators 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY· LOGAN. UTAH 84322 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
COLLEGE OF BUS I NESS 
October 25, 1979 
The Economics Department of Utah State University is doing a study to 
determine the effects that reductions in public grazing has on l ives tock 
operations. We have chosen Wayne County as the area of study with emphasis 
on those operators whose 1 ivestoc!<. graze in the Hen r y f~ountain area. These 
1 ives tack operators were chosen because of their dependence on pub 1 i c grazing. 
location by two national parks. and the characteristics of the local economy. 
Basically what we want to do is meet on an individual basis with you a nd 
other permitees of the Henry ~lountain area , and discuss your livestock opera -
tions. Throug h these interviews , we will be able to gain information about 
the livestock operations and the problems operators face. We will then use 
this information to estimate what impact r educ t ions in 1 ivestock use of 
federal lands will have on the ope ra tors and the corrrnunity. 
You can rest assured that the interviews will not de l ve into personal 
matters, a nd we will no t try to emba rrass you or your family in any wa y. 
All ind iv l dual data will be held confidential and any publis hed materi a l will 
not re f l ect any partic ular operation or opera tor. 
We are working closely with the cour. ty agent, Verl Bagley . We also met 
with a group of l i vestock operato rs from the area l ast rlarch, perhaps you 
1t1ere there in the meeting , and we felt that our proposa l was accepted most 
favorably. If there are any questions regarding this study, plea se feel free 
to contact either Verl or us. 
Enclosed is a questionnaire that will provide us some basic information 
about your operation for 1979 . Please t ake a few minutes to complete any 
.parts you are able. We will call in a few days to set up a time when we can 
visit with you to help complete the questionnaire, discuss our study, and 
obtain your opinions on using federal lands. 
We are looking forward to meeting you and working with you. We would 
appreciate your cooperat i on very much in this undertaking. 
Sincerely yours, 
E. Bruce God frey 
As soc ia te Professor, Ag Eco nomics 
Kib Jacobson 
Research Assistant 
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ApJ:Eildix B 
Questionnaire 
RANCH BUDGET REPORT 
FOR THE YEAR 1979 
Name ______________________________________________________ __ 
Address 
Phone Number ________________________________________________ _ 
Name of Ranch'-------------------------------------------------
Location ____________________________________________________ _ 
Type of Ranch, _________ Cattle _______ Sheep. __________ Cattle/Sheep comb . 
I. Inventory 
A. Land for 1979: 
Owned I Acres Lea sed 
Value 
I per From Rent To Rent e Acres Acre Others Paid Others Received 
Cropland, Total 
Irrigated Farmed 
Dry · and, Farmed 
Idle I 
Pasture 
Ran e and 
Other: 
Tota 
B. Livestock for 1979 
Inventory as of Tr n a t1 ons duri na 1979 
December 31, 1978 Purchased Born Sold Died 
Age and Sex 
I of livestock No. flo. No. No. No . 
Catt e: 
Cows I 
RePlacement Heifers 
Yearl in Heifers 
Yearlin Steers 
Ca ves 
Bull s 
Shee 
Ewes 
Re lac ement Ewes 
lambs 
Rams 
Wethers 
Horses: 
Horses 
Co ts 
99 
100 
II. General Information 
Who 
A. Would you classify 1979 as a better than average, average, or worse 
than average business yea r? _______________ _ 
B. Are you changing the size or type of your farm or ranch (e.g. from 
a cow/calf operation to a yearling operation)? Yes No 
If yes, please e~plain. ---
C. How low would your income need to be before you would seek off farm 
employment? Please state an estimated annual amount, and indicate 
where you would go to seek employment. 
D. Did any member of the family work off the farm or have any other type of 
non-ranch income during any portion of the year 1979? Yes No 
If yes, please indicate who {father, mother, daughter, son), where --
(grocery store, bank, coal mine, etc. ) , and whether part-ti me or full-time. 
Where Part-time or Full-time 
E. Livestock Practices 
1. What is your customary breeding season? 
Cattle: 
2. ~~:~P ~ s-y:-::o:-::u""r-=n""o"'rm=a-,1'bocu-,1 '1 -ot-=-o-:c'"'o-c-ws rat i a? ---------
t ~~! t 1 ~~/~~r y~~r~~~m~~~Y t~e~~e~o:~ t ~~3s.,--------::::e-=-a r=sc-
~: ~~: ~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~:~~~ ~=:~ ~~~; ~~!! ? -------.::;~ 
7. How long do you normally keep your rams ears 
F. Labor 
1. Do you (including irrmediate family) perform all the work on your 
r anch? Yes No 
2. If hired labor is used , during what season or seasons are they 
used? __________________ ____ _ 
3. How a r e they paid (by the hour, salary, etc.)? --------
G. Please de scr-i be t he normal pattern you use for feed i ng your cattle 
du r i ng the year (e.g .• confined feeding , aftennath, public lands). 
Number and Type of Anima 1 Ar ea Per iod 
H. Would you make changes in your present operation if all of your grazing 
privileges on Federal lands were completely eliminated? If so, please 
. explai n. 
I. Have you pur chased or sold grazing permits on public lands i n the last 
f ew yea r s? If so , would you please des cribe the t r ansaction, (i!.g . , with 
base property , with cattle , or sepa rately.) __________ _ 
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I.IVESTOCK BUDGET PREPARAT!Oil FORf\ 
UTAH STATE Uti!V ERS ITY 
~~~~·"'ES"'S~~~~------
PART 1 - PROCESSING SELECTION 
Check a or b 
a. Budget prepared compl etely from fonns 
b. Old budget will be revised 
Old budge t No. - --------
Check c. d . or e 
c. Budget l'li ll not be stored or replac ed 
d. Budget wil l be stored as a new budge t 
e. Budget to rep 1 ace o 1 d budget of same No. 
Price Vector (Defau lt = 1) 
flachinery Comp leme nt __ (Default = 10) 
Equ i pment Complement (Default = 2) 
PART 2 - BUDGET IDENTIFICAT IDN NUMBER 
.. Commodity code 
b. Enterprise code 
c 1. County code 
c2. ~lisc l. code 
d.* Inte rest calculation method (1 or 2) 
e. Unass ig ned 
f. Unassigned 
g. Machinery complement 
h. Individual number 
1. Price vector 
j. Equipment complement 
DATE _ _ __ _ 
k. Sale Month (De fault = 6) 
1.* Units of production or line I from Part 7 
m.* Production divisor 
PART 3- BUDGET TIT LE (eo characters per line) n. Budge t reco rd number 
PART 4 - BUDGET FOOTNOTE (80 , 80, 64 characters per l ine) 
*See instructions in the User Manual regarding method to use. 
a 
f6 
rt 
~ g 
t"' 
..... 
~ 
ff 
?;' 
tJl 5. 
PJ 
rt 
..... 
0 
;:l 
i 
~ 
..... 
0 
N 
PART 5 - PARAI~ETERS, NAME CII.~NGE~ 
Default Your 
~_jl I tem Value Value 
Default Your 
Item I I tem Value Value 
1. Price per gallon fo r gasol ine . 58 14. Lives tack insurance rate 0.0 
2. Price per ga llon for LP-gas . 430 15 . Equ i pm.en t insurance rate 0.0 
3. Pri ce per ga ll on for die se l . 46 
4. Natural gas price per t henna l unit .050 
5. Electrical pov1er schedule 1.0 
(1 = PG&E; 2 =So. Calif. Edison ) 
16 . li vesto'ck t ax rate . 005 
(cents per day) 
17 . Equipment t ax rate .045 
25. For LP-fann punched cards enter 7. 0 0.0 
6 . Interes t rate for oper. capital (PCA) .0863 26. Interes t ra te - land ownership (FLB) .0825 _._ 
7. 1·\ac hinery illsurance rate 
8. Ma ch inery tax rate 
{cents per dollar of asse ssed value) 
9. Tax assessme nt ratio 
10. labor - machine operator per hour 
inc l ud ing benefits 
11. Labor - li vestock per hour 
including benef it s 
13. Death loss as a propor tion of 
total receipts 
.0 
.045 
.25 
3. 25 
3.25 
. 02 
28. Farm ove rhead l ess t axes and 0 .0 
Insurance (%of variable costs) 
Item Name Changes (16 character limit) 
line I Name Line I Name 
--Name List- -
--flacliinery Complement--- - -
¥-Equipment Complement- -- --
>--' 
0 
w 
PART 7 - BUDGET I NFDRI~TIDN 
Colunm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 6~T-~ JAN FEB 11AR APR flAY· ~~~T~J~~O~~~~D SEP PRODUC TION NO . 0 
I 
2 
J 
4 
, 
6 
7 
~ 
9 
IU 
OPERATING RATE PER HEAD !IIPUTS 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1---
15 
16 
17 
1ti 
19 
<0 
21 
22 
12 13 14 15 16 
DEC PR ICE WT/ UN IT NANE 
IIEAD CODE CODE 
I OF UNITS NAI1E 
PRICE HEAD CODE CODE 
17 
TYPE 
CODE 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
~ 
2.0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 .o 
2.0 
2.0 
TYPE 
CODE 
1.0 
3.0 
3.0 
3 0 
3.0 
3.0 
3 . 0 
3.0 
3 .0 
3.0 
I 3.o 
3.0 
18 
YEAR 
-
--
~ 
~ 
1-l 
----1 
i-l 
..... 
0 
"" 
PART 7 - BUDGET INFORMATION (CONTINUED) 
I--- COLUI1N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 OPERATI NG JAN FEB I·IAR APR MAY JUN JU L AUG SEP OCT NOV 
INPUTS 
n 
24 
-
L5 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
)6 
37 
TRUCKS, PICKUPS IN MILES/MO.; 
1·\ACHI NERY OTHER MACHINES TII1ES OVER PER AC RE 
38 
39 
<O 
41 
2 
12 13 14 15 ~ DEC I OF UNlT 
PR I CE HEAD CODE CODE 
1- --
1- - -
-
11ACH POWER IMPL 
XXX CREW UNlT CODE 
fv-~  
CODE I YEAR 
3.0 
3.D 
3.0 
3.0 
--
_l,_Q_ 
--
3. Q I--
l_l,_Q__ 
- -
_l,_Q__ 
--
3. 0 
3.0 
---
3. 0 
3. D 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
TYPE 
CODE YEAR 
4.D 
4. 0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
1-' 
0 
lJ1 
PART 7 - BUDGET INFORMATION (CONTINUED) 
COLUI·IN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
JAN FEB ~IAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC XXX 
~IACHINERY 
~3 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
9 LVSTK LOR YR 1 X 
50 LVSTK LBR YR 2 X 
EQUI PiiEtH ~N~~s REQU I REHHHS (Leave Blank) 
51 
52 
53 f--
54 
55 
--
56 
1--
57 
38 
59 
60 
61 
62 
14 15 16 
MACH PD\IEf IMPL 
CREW UNIT CODE 
1- - -
X X X 
X X X 
I% OF ITEM 
COST XXX ODE 
------
17 18 
TYPE YEAR 
CODE 
_iJ)_ 1-
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 1-
4.0 
X X 
X X 
TYPE 
YEAR -1 CODE 
5.0 I 
5.0 
5.0 
-
5.0 
.2JL 
- -
5.0 r---
5.0 
5.0 
-
5.0 
-
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
..... 
0 
"' 
PART 7 - BUDGET INFORMATION (CONTI NUED ) 
EQU I PfiENT (Leave Blank} K OF ~ OF ITEM TYPE REQUIRE11 ENTS UNITS COST XX X CODE CODE YE AR 
63 I- 5. 0 
64 5 . 0 
65 5 . 0 1-
66 5.0 
67 5.0 
68 5.0 
69 5.0 
70 
- -'----
5 . 0 
LAND CHARG ES 2 3 4 5 6 17 
CIIARGE PASTURE NUI1BER VA LUE OR LAND TAX 
~~ Sf"" I""" ET"-T····· I ... I ... Itt 
PART 6 - PRODUC TION VAR IATI ON 
Enter line number of product ion f rom Part 7 and t he 
a;nount by which you wish price and quanti ty to vary: 
Variati on will be +2 & -2 times the amount spec ifi ed: 
LINE I AMT. OF VAR IATI ON 
PRICE 
QUANTITY 
.... 
0 
__, 
PART 8 - fiACHINERV COMPWIENT CHANGES 
COLUI1N 1 2 3 4 5 
III!T !AL FIELD 
~IACII ! NE NAME LINE WIDTH OR LIST I ~~~~~ EFF!CI-NUI•IBER CAPAC !TY PRICE ENCY 
PART 9 - EQUIP~IENT COI1PLEMENT CHANGES 
COLUMN 1 2 3 4 5 
~ ~~m lii !T!AL EQUI PMENT ITEM LI NE ASS ET LI ST 
NUI1BER SIZE SIZE TY PE PR ICE 
- -
9 10 13 
ANNUAL 
\lOURS YEARS PURCHASE 
USED OfiNED PRICE 
6 7 8 
PURCHAS E! YEARS 
SALV AGE 
(~\u~P ) LIFE 
14 15 
FU EL TOTAL 
TYPE HOURS 
CODE LIFE 
9 -10 
IFET IME FUEL & 
iPxAm 1 1~B E %x LP 
16 
HP 
I 
ll 
LABOR I 
HOURS/ 
YEAR 
>--' 
0 
co 
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Appendix E 
M3.trix of LP Medel Ranch 90 
!·'latrix of LP l'bdel Ranch 90 
Bi POl P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 PlO Pll Pl2 Pl3 Pl4 Pl5 Pl6 Pl7 
p 
- 65.09 363 .81 438.43 -1. 89 -2.03 - 12 .00 -12.00 - 12 .00 -16. 80 -16.80 -16.80 -8.00 -8.00 -8 . 00 -10.00 -10.00 -10.00 
ROl 0 6.28 -1.0 -1. 0 -1.0 -1.0 - 1.0 -1.0 
r.o2 0 2.51 -1.0 -1. 0 - 1.0 
R03 0 6.28 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
R01 0 -. 62 1.0 1.0 
nos 0 3.21 -1.0 -1.0 
ROO 450 1.0 
R07 360 1.0 
ROS 400 1.0 1.0 1.0 
R09 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
H10 12 1.0 
Rll 102 1.0 
Rl2 180 1.0 
Rl3 102 1.0 
Rl4 102 1.0 
Rl5 510 1.0 
.... 
.... 
.... 
Columns 
Desription of Columns and Rows for the ~'latrix 
of the LP tbdel Ranch 90 
B. Fesource and production constraints . 
112 
POL This =lurnn is a =w- calf production activity . A unit of 
activity is one cCM . The valt.E for the activity , -$65.09, was der ived 
by subtracting the variable costs per head associated with the =w-
calf production activity from the revenue received per head for cull 
co.vs and bull. The variable =sts do not include feed, or forage 
=sts. The feed and forage =sts are ac=unted for in other activities 
in the rrodel. The following is an itemized list of the variable 
=sts. ~!any of the =sts are the sarre as the ones listed under cost/ 
head in Table 1. 
Barley 
Bloat Guard 
Salt 
Custom Hauling 
Vet. and Medicine 
fuch. Fuel , Lube & Fepair 
Equip. Lube & Fepair 
Labor 
Capital Livestock Taxes and Insurance 
Depreciation on Livestock 
Interest on Operating Capital 
Total variable cost/head 
1.00 
.51 
1. 88 
3. 00 
3.97 
35.12 
. 74 
42 . 11 
4.22 
12.31 
16.36 
$121.22 
Barley and Bloat Guard are feed costs of the yearling replacement 
heifers which is part of the cow-calf activity. The revenue from 
cull cows and bull per head was determined by adding the total value 
for the cull cows, $4,3ll, and the total value for the cull bull, 
$741, which equals $5,052. This figure is divided by 90, which is 
the herd size, to obtain a per head revenue of $56.13. The total 
variable costs were subtracted from the revenue to obtain the value 
of the cow-calf production activity of -$65.09. 
ll3 
P02. A weaner calf selling activity. The unit of activity is a 
weighted average consisting of 39. 3% of a 7 rronth old heifer and 
60.7% of a 7 rronth old steer weighing 410 pounds and 430 pounds 
respectively. The ranchers of the 11:Jdel Ranch 90 had a weaning rate 
of 75%. This rreans that 34 steer calves and 34 heifer calves were 
weaned totaling 68 calves. The heifer replacenent rate was 13%, 
thus, 12 heifer calves were selected from the 34 weaner heifer calves 
to be kept in the herd . The nurri:Jer of remaining '""'aner calves to be 
sold were 34 steer calves (60.7%) and 22 heifer calves (39.3%) 
totaling 56 head . In determining the value of a weaner calf for the 
activity a weighted average was used. The value for a steer calf 
($387) and a heifer calf ($328) were multiplied by the percentages 
60 . 7% and 39. 3% respectively. The tM:> weighted values for the heifer 
and steer were added to obtain a weighted average value for a weaner 
calf of $363. 81. 
P03 . A yearling selling activity . The unit of activity is a 
weighted average consisting of 39. 3% of a 525 pound yearling heifer 
and 60.7% of a 575 potmd yearling steer. If the weaner calves aren't 
sold as w-eaners, but kept and sold as yearlings, this activity 
represents that choice . The weighted average percentages are the 
sarre in this activity as the weaner calf activity. The values for a 
yearling heifer ($391.76) and a yearling steer ($487.31) were 
multiplied by the respective weighted percentages . The weighted 
values for the yearling heifer and steer were added to obtain a 
weighted average value for a yearling of $449. 76. O:lsts per head 
associated wiL'1 the yearling activity were subtracted fran the 
weighted average value for a yearling . The costs were for barley 
114 
and bloat guard used. Alfalfa hay used by the yearlings was detennined 
in the LP rrodel and will be explained later . The barley cost was 
$7 . 50/head and the bloat guard cost was $3. 83/head . These costs were 
subtracted from the value for yearlings to obtain a net value of 
$438 . 43 for the yearling activity. 
P04. A BU+-D=sert winter grazing activity for the period 
November through 11arch . The unit of activity in an AU!1. The cost per 
AUM is $1.89. 
POS. A Forest summer grazing activity for the period June through 
October. The unit of activity is an AUM. The cost per AU1 is $2.03 . 
P06. A ranch raised alfalfa hay feeding activity for the period 
November through March. The unit of activity is an AU!1. It was 
assurred that 600 lbs. of alfalfa equals one AUM. Therefore, there 
were 3.33 AUMs per ton of alfalfa. Alfalfa hay raised on the ranch 
was assurred to cost $40. 00 per ton . Therefore, the cost per AU1 of 
ranch raised alfalfa was approximately $12.00. 
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P07. A ranch r aised alfalfa hay f e eding activity for the period 
April through May. The unit of activ£ty is an AUH. The cost per AU!1 
of ranch raised alfalfa was $12.00. 
P08. A ranch raised alfalfa hay feeding activity for yearlings 
for the period November through March. The tmit of activity is an 
AU!'!. The cost per AU!1 of ranch raised alfalfa was $12 . 00 . 
P09 . A bought alfalfa feeding activi ty for the peri od November 
through ~larch. The tmit of activity is an AU!1. Alfalfa hay was 
assurred bought at the rrarket value (1979) of $56 . 00 per ton. Using the 
conversion rate from tonage to AU!1s for alfalfa explained above the 
cost per AU!1 of bought alfalfa was approximately $16 . 80 . 
P10 . A bought alfalfa hay feeding activity for the peri od April 
through May. The tmit of activity is an AU!1. The cost per AU!1 of 
bought alfalfa was $16 . 80 . 
Pll. A bought alfalfa hay feeding activity for yearlings for the 
period November through March. The unit of activity is an AU!1. The 
cost per AU!1 of bought alfalfa was $16 . 80. 
Pl2 . A private pasture grazing activity for the period November 
through ~larch . The unit of activity is an AU!1. The cost per AU!1 of 
private pasture was $8.00. 
Pl3 . A private pasture grazir1g activit y for the period April 
through May. The unit of activity is an AU!1. The c os t per AU!·! of 
private pasture was $8.00. 
Pl 4 . A pri vat e pasture grazing acti vity for the per iod Jtme 
through October. The unit of activity is an AU!1. The cost per AU!1 
of private pasture was $8.00 . 
Pl5. A rented pasture grazing activity for the period November 
through March. The l.IDit of activity is an AUM. The cost per AUM of 
rented pasture was $10.00 . 
Pl6. A rented pasture grazing activity for the period April 
through !'By. The nnit of activity is an Aill1. The cost per AUH of 
rented pasture was $10.00. 
Pl7. A rented pasture grazing activity for the period Jnne 
through October. The nnit of activity is an AUM. The cost per AUM 
of rented pasture was $10.00. 
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C. The objective fnnction coefficients. The nnits are dollars. 
ROL A feed transfer ro<.v for tine period November through March. 
The nnits are AUMs. The 6.28 in raw ROland in colunm POl is the 
number of AUMs required to feed one an:inal nnit (which includes feed 
for cows, bulls, and replacerrent heifers) from November through ~1arch. 
The number of AUMs was determined by using the data presented in 
Table 30. The total number of Aill1S needed for all the livestock 
(excluding calves) is ll3 Aill1S per rronth. The tine period November 
to ~1arch is a period of five rronths. The total number of Aill1S needed 
for that period was 565 AUMs. The nurrber of AUMs per head, 6.28, for 
the tine period November through March was determined by di vid:i.ng the 
total number of Aill1s 565, by the herd size, 90. The - 1.0 's in the ra<.V 
ROl indicate the possible feed sources where AUMs of feed may be 
obtained from. 
R02. A feed transfer row for tine period April through !'By. 
The nnits are AUMs. The figure, 2.51, in raw R02 and column POl is 
Table 30. H:xlel ranch 90 feed requirerrents1 
AUM 
Cl ass No. · Head Elquivalentjhead AUI-ls 
CoNs 90 X 1.0 90 
Jeplacenent Heifers 12 X .8 10 
Yearling Repl . Heifers 12 X .6 7 
Bulls 4 X 1.5 6 
AUM - Pequirerrents for the Year 
CovlS Heifers Yearling Heifers Bulls Heifer Calves Total 
J an. 90 + 10 + 7 + 6.0 113 
Feb . 90 + 10 + 7 + 6.0 113 
~~=- 90 + 10 + 7 + 6.0 113 
Apr. 90 + 10 + 7 + 6. 0 113 
May. 90 + 10 + 7 + 6 . 0 113 
June 90 + 10 + 7 + 6.0 113 
July 90 + 10 + 7 + 6.0 113 
Aug. 90 + 10 + 7 + 6 . 0 113 
Sept . 90 + 10 + 7 + 6.0 113 
Oct. 90 + 10 + 7 + 6 . 0 113 
Nov. 90 + 10 + 6.0 + 113 
r:ec. 90 + 10 + 6.0 + 
--...!12 
'lbtal AUI-ls 1,356 
Calves to Yearling AUM Pequirerrents 
1-bnth Al.M EJqui val en tjhead2 No . of Head AUMs 
Nov. 320/600 . 53 X 56 29 
r:ec. 360/600 .60 X 56 34 
Jan. 390/600 .65 X 56 37 
Feb. 420/600 • 70 X 56 41 
~!ar 0 435/600 ~ X 56 42 
'lbtal AUMs 3.21 · 183 
l.rhis Anircal unit !'bnth Equivalent table was derived using the ~thOOs 
suggested by Nielsen (1967) . 
2Ratio of pomds of forage used per pounds of forage in an Anim3.1 Unit 
Month . 
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ll8 
the number of AUMs per head required for the tine period April through 
May. The AUM figure was determined in the rranner discussed in the 
previous roo. The total nurrber of AU!1s needed for the herd was 226 
AU!1s . The total AU!1s were then divided by 90, the herd size, to ob-
tain the AU!1s per head figure of 2. 51 . 
R03. A feed transfer = for tine period June through October. 
The number of AU!1s per head for the tine period was 6.28 AU!1s . 
R04 . A weaner calf transfer roo. T'ne tmit is a weighted average 
consisting of 39.3% of a 7 month old hei fer and a 60.7% of a 7 month 
old steer weighing 410 pounds and 430 pounds respectively . This = 
transfers the weaner calves from a cow-calf production activity (POl) 
to either a weaner calf selling activity (P02) or to a yearling 
selling activity (P03). The number of calves sold in the model, 56, 
represents a selling calf percentage for the herd of 62%. Refe=ing 
to the matrix = R04 and column POl the figures - .62 represents that 
every cow in the herd produces . 62 of a calf that is sold either as 
a weaner or a yearling. 
ROS. A feed transfer roo for yearlings for tine period llovember 
through March. The units are AU!1s . If a weaner calf is sol d as a 
yearling, then the AU!1s needed to feed it from November t o March is 
3 . 21 AU!1s . This amount was obtained from Table 30 in the section, 
Calves to Yearlings AUM Requirements. 
R06. The BU-1-Cesert winter grazing constraint. The units are 
AU!1s. The 450 figure in oolurrn B is the total amount of AU!1s permitted 
by ~bdel Ranch 90 on the BU-1-Cesert. The 1.0 in r oo R06 and colUim 
P04 corresponds to the - 1.0 in the sarre colUim in roo ROl. If the LP 
m:xl.el ch=ses to use one AUM of Forest grazing to rreet the require-
rrents for the cow-calf production activity during the period June 
through October, then the -1.0 in r& R03 and mlumn P05 corresponds 
with the 1.0 in the sane col= and row R07 and subtracts one AUM 
from the 360 Forest AUJ'-15. The LP m:xl.el can only use up to the 360 
Aillls . 
ROS. The ranch raised alfalfa mnstraint. The units are Aillls. 
The total nurrber of Aillls was 400. 
R09. The bought alfalfa hay constraint. The units are AUl'·ls. 
There is no upper constraint. The LP m:xl.el 11\3.Y buy all the alfalfa 
AUJ''ls economically feasible. 
RlO. The private pasture constraint for the period Noverri::er 
through March. The units are Aillls. The total number of private 
pasture Aillls was 12 for this tirrE period. 
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Rll. The private pasture constraint for the period April through 
May. The units are Aillls. The total number of private pasture AUJ'1..s 
was 102 for this tinE period. 
Rl2 . The private pasture constraint for the period June through 
October. The units are AUl'·1s. The total number of private pasture 
Aillls was 180 for this tirrE period. 
Rl3. The rented pasture constraint for the period November 
through March . The units are Aillls. The total number of rented pasture 
Aillls was 102 for this period. 
Rl4. The rented pasture constraint for the period April through 
May . The units are Aillls. The total number of rented pasture AUJ'ls 
was 102 for this tirrE period. 
RlS. The rented pasture =nstraint for the period June through 
October. The units are AUMs. The total nunber of rented pasture 
AllHs was 510 for this tirre period. 
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Appendix G 
Matrix of LP Medel Ranch 160 
Matr;ix of LP M:x]e 1 B,anch l 60 
Bi POl P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 POB P09 PlO Pll P12 Pl3 
p 
-80.78 363.82 438.60 -1. 89 -2. 03 -12.00 -12.00 -16.80 -16.80 -8.00 -8.00 -10.00 -10.00 
R01 0 8. 75 -1. 0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
R02 0 6.25 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
R03 0 3.21 -1.0 -1.0 
R04 0 -.58 1.0 1.0 
R05 1036 1.0 
R06 632 1.0 
R07 600 1.0 1.0 
ROB 0 1.0 1.0 
R09 64 1.0 
RlO 368 1.0 
Rl1 360 1.0 
Rl2 900 1.0 
.... 
N 
w 
Columns 
~scription of Columns and Rows for the Matrix 
of the LP M:ldel Ranch 160 
B. Pesource and production constraints. 
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POL A =-.<-calf production activity . A unit of activity is one 
=-.<. 
P02 . A weaner calf selling activity . The unit of activity is 
39.1% of a 7 rronth old heifer and 60.9% of a 7 rronth old steer vreighing 
410 pcunds and 430 pcunds respectively. 
P03. A yearling calf selling activity . The unit of activity 
is 39.1% of a 525 . pcund yearling heifer and 60.9% of a 575 yearling 
steer. 
P04 . A BIM-D=sert Winter grazing activity. The unit of activity 
is an AU!1. 
P05. A Forest Sumrrer grazing activity. The unit of activity 
is an AUI1. 
P06. A ranch raised alfalfa feeding activity for the period 
November through May. The unit of activity is an AUI1. 
P07. A ranch raised alfalfa feeding activity for yearlings for 
the period Noverrber through M3.rch. The unit of activity is an AUI1. 
POB. A bought alfalfa hay feeding activity for the period November 
through May. The unit of activity is an AU!1. 
P09. A bought alfalfa hay feeding activity for yearlings for 
the period November through M3.rch. The unit of activity is an Aill1. 
PlO. A private pasture grazing activity for t.he period November 
through M3.rch. The unit of activity is an AUI1. 
Pll. A private pasture grazing activity for the period June 
through October. The tmi t of activity is an AUM. 
Pl2. A rented pasture grazing activity for the period November 
through May. The unit of activity is an AUH. 
Pl3. A rented pasture grazing activity for the period June 
through October. The tmit of activity is an Alll1. 
Rows 
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C. The objective function coefficients. The tmits are dollars. 
ROl. A feed transfer rON for the period November through May. 
The units are AU!1s . 
R02. A feed transfer r= for the period June through October. 
The units are Alll1s . 
R03. A feed transfer ra.v for yearlings for the period November 
through Hrrch . The tmi ts are AUI-ls. 
R04. A weaner calf transfer rON. 'lhe unit is 39.1% of a 7 
rrnnth old heifer and 60.9% of a 7 nnnth old steer weighing 410 pounds 
and 430 pounds respectively. 
AU!1s. 
AU!1s. 
ROS. The BIM-Desert winter grazing constraint. The units are 
R06. 
R07. 
The Forest SliDtrer grazing constraint . The units are AUV.s . 
The ranch raised alfalfa hay constraint . The units are 
ROB. The bought alfalfa hay constraint . The 1.ll1its are Aill1s. 
R09. The private pasture constraint for the period November 
through May. The units are Aillls . 
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RlO. The private pasture constraint for the period Jillle through 
October. The l.IDi ts are AUNs . 
Rll. The rented pasture ccnstraint for the period November 
through May. The illli ts are AUNs . 
Rl2. The rented pasture constraint for the period Jillle through 
October. The illli ts are AUNs. 
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Appendix I 
l'lltrix of LP Medel Rarch 430 
Matrix of LP M::Jdel P-anch 430 
Bi POl P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 PlO Pll P12 P13 
p 
-44.41 363.82 459.29 -1.89 -2.03 -12.00 -12.00 -16.80 -16.80 -8.00 -8.00 -10.00 -10.00 
1101 0 8.69 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 - 1.0 
R02 0 6.21 
-1.0 
-1.0 -1.0 
R03 0 3.21 
-1.0 
-1.0 
R04 0 -.57 l.O l.O 
R05 2380 l.O 
noo 1464 l.O 
R07 1851 l.O l.O 
HOB 0 l.O l.O 
l\09 296 l.O 
RJO 1206 l.O 
Rll 970 l.O 
R12 1940 l.O 
I-' 
"' 
"' 
Columns 
Cescription of Coltnms and lbws for the M3.trix 
of the LP M:xl.el Ranch 430 
B. Pesource and production constrrunts. 
POL A oow-calf pr oduction activity . A unit of activity is 
one cON. 
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P02. A weaner calf selling activity. The unit of activity is 
38.6% of a 7 rronth old heifer and 61.4% of a 7 rronth old steer weighing 
410 pounds and 430 pounds respectively. 
P03. A yearling calf selling activity. The unit of activity is 
38.6% of a 550 pound yearling heifer and 61.4% of a 600 pound yearling 
steer . 
P04 . A BLM-Cesert winter grazing activity. The unit of activity 
is an AUM. 
P05. Forest sumrrer grazing activity. The unit of activity is 
an AUM. 
P06. A ranch raised alfalfa feeding activity for the pericxl 
Noveni:ler through M3.y. The unit of activity is an AUH. 
P07. A ranch raised alfalfa feeding activity for yearlings for 
the period Novernl:er through M3.rch. The unit of activity is an ADM. 
POB. A bought alfalfa hay feeding activ~ty for the period 
NoveiPber through M3.y. The unit of activity is an AUM. 
P09. A bought alfalfa hay feeding activity for yearlings for the 
period Novernl:er through 11arch . The unit of activity is an AUM. 
PlO. A private pasture grazing activity for the period Novernl:er 
through cctober. The unit of activity is an AUH. 
Pll. A private pasture grazing activity for the period J\.U1e 
through O::tober. 'Tile lU1it of activity is an AUI1. 
Pl2. A rented pasture grazing activity for the period November 
through May . 'Tile lU1i t of activity is an AUI1. 
Pl3. A rented pasture grazing activity for the period J\.U1e 
through O::tober. 'Tile lU1it of activity is an Aill1. 
Rows 
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C. The objective function coefficients . 'Tile ln1its are dollars . 
ROL A feed transfer r= for the period November through Hay. 
R02 . A feed transfer r= for the period J\.U1e through O::tober. 
The lU1i ts are Aill1s . 
R03 . A feed transfer rCNJ for yearlings for the period November 
through Barch. 'Tile ln1i ts are AU!1s . 
R04. A weaner calf transfer rCNJ. 'Tile lU1it is 38 . 6% of a 7 =nth 
old heifer and 61.4% of a 7 I!Dnth old steer weighing 410 polU1ds and 
430 polU1ds respectively. 
AU1·1s . 
ROS. 'Tile BIM-Dosert winter grazing =nstrai..'lt. 'Tile units are 
R06 . 'Tile Forest surrrrer grazing =nstraint . 'Tile ln1its are Aill1s. 
RO 7 . 'Tile ranch raised alfalfa =nstraint. 'Tile ln1i ts are Aill1s. 
R08 . 'Tile bought alfalfa hay =nstraint . 'Tile units are AU!1s. 
R09 . 'Tile private pasture =nstraint for the period November 
through May . 'Tile lU1i ts are Aill'ls. 
RlO . 'Tile private pasture =nstraint for the period J\.U1e through 
Cctober . 'Tile lU1i ts are Aill1s . 
Rll. The rented pasture =nstraint for the period Noverrber 
through ~lay. The uni ts are AUMs. 
Rl2 . The rented pasture =nstraint for the period June through 
October . The units are AUMs . 
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Appendix K 
Matrix of !'1:ldel Ranch Cattle and Sheep 
!-latrix of LP H:xlel Ranch Cattle and Sheep 
Bi POl P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 PO? P08 P09 PlO Pll Pl2 Pl3 
p 
- 63.95 363.82 438.87 -1.89 2.03 -8.00 -8.00 -12.00 - 12.00 -16.80 -16.80 -10.00 -10.00 
ROl 0 8.67 - 1.0 - 1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
R02 0 6.19 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
R03 0 3 .21 -1.0 - 1.0 
R04 0 -. 57 1.0 1.0 
R05 966 1.0 
ROO 640 1.0 
RO? 130 1.0 
R08 474 1.0 
R09 795 1.0 1.0 
RlO 0 1.0 1.0 
Rll 406 1.0 
Rl2 1,015 1.0 
>-" 
w 
l1l 
Matrix of LP ~bdel Ranch cattle and Sheef2. (cant .) 
P14 P15 P16 P17 P18 P19 P20 · p21 P2 2 P23 P24 P25 
p -24.29 68.25 -1. 89 -1. 89 -8.00 -8.00 -12.00 -12.00 -16.80 -16.80 -10 .00 -10.00 
Rl3 .63 -1.0 
-1.0 -1.0 
Rl4 .88 
-1.0 -1.0 
ru5 l. 25 -1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
Rl6 .25 
-1.0 
-1.0 
Rl7 -1.3 1.0 
RlO 57.5 1.0 
Rl9 115. 1.0 
R20 25. 1.0 
R21 10 1.0 
R22 5.5 1.0 
R23 88. 1.0 
R24 0 1.0 1.0 
R25 25. 1.0 
R26 125. 1.0 
..... 
w 
"' 
ColUimS 
Cescription of Columns and Rows for the Matrix 
of the LP lbdel Ranch Cattle and Sheep 
B. Resouroe and production =nstrants. 
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POl. A =w-calf production activity. A unit of activity is one 
=w. 
P02. A weaner calf selling activity. The unit of activity is 
38. 8% of a 7 rronth old heifer and 61.2% of a 7 rronth old steer weigh-
ing 410 pounds and 430 pounds respectively. 
P03. A yearling calf selling activity. The unit of activity is 
38.8% of a 525 p:>und yearling heifer and 61.2% of a 575 p:>und yearling 
steer . 
P04. A BIM-Cesert winter grazing activity. The unit of activity 
is an AUM. 
P05. A forest S1.li!ITer grazing activity. The unit of activity is 
an AUM. 
P06. A private pastu..re grazing activity for t.'le period November 
through March. The unit of activity is an AUM. 
P07 . A private pasture grazing activity for the period June 
through Cct.ober. The unit of activ:i.ty i .s an AUM. 
P08. A ranch raised alfalfa feeding activity for the period 
November through May . The unit of activity is an AUM. 
P09. A ranch raised alfalfa feeding activity for yearlings for 
the period November through March. The unit of activity is an Allll . 
FlO. A bought alfalfa hay feeding activity for the r:;eriod 
November through May. The unit of activity is an AUM. 
Pll. A bought alfalfa hay feeding activity for yearlings for 
the r::eriod Noverrber through r1arch. 
Pl2. A rented pasture grazing activity for t.he r::eriod Noverrber 
through May. The 1.n1it of activity is an AUM. 
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Pl3. A rented pasture grazing activity for the r::eriod J1.n1e through 
Octol:er. The unit of activity is an AUJ'1. 
Pl4 . A farm flock production activity . A unit of activity is one 
ewe. 
Pl5. A lamb selling activity. The 1.n1it of activity is a 105 
FOliDd market lamb . 
Pl6 . A BIM--Desert graz ing activity for sheep . The 1.n1it of 
activity is an AUJ'1. 
Pl7. A BIM sumrer grazing activity for sheep. The 1.n1it of 
activity is an AUJ'1. 
Pl8. A private pasture grazing activity for sheep for the period 
October 16 tl=ugh November 15 . The 1.n1it of activity is an AUM. 
Pl9. A private pasture grazing activity for sheep for the r::er iod 
May 16 through Octol:er 15. The unit of activity is an AUM. 
P20. A ranch raised alfalfa feeding activity for sheep for the 
period Noverrber 16 through January . The unit of activity is an AUM. 
P21. A rancl1 raised alfalfa feeding activity for sheep for the 
r::eriod February through May 15 . The 1.n1i t of activity is an AUM. 
P22 . A bought alfalfa hay feeding activity for sheep for the 
r::eriod Noverrber 16 through January . The 1.n1it of activity i s an AUJ'1. 
P23. A bought alfalfa hay feeding activity for sheep for the 
r::eriod February through May 15. The 1.n1it of activity is an AUJ'1. 
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P24. A rented pasture grazing activity for shee p for the period 
11ay 16 through O::tober 15. The unit of activity i s an AUM. 
P25. A rented pasture grazing activity for sheep for the period 
O::tober 16 through November 15. The tiDit of activity is an Aill1. 
C. The objective filllction coefficients. The units are dollars. 
ROl. A feed transfer roN for the period November through ~lay. 
'lhe units are A[J}'s. 
R02. A feed transfer rON for the period J\IDe through O::tober. 
The illlits are AU11s. 
R03. A feed transfer rON for yearlings for the period November 
through ~ch. The tiDi ts are AL'Ms. 
R04 . A weaner calf transfer = . The tiDi t is 38. 8% of a 7 nonth 
old heifer and 61.2% of a 7 nonth old steer weighing 410 poilllds and 
430 poilllds respectively. 
R05 . The BIM-I:esert winter gr azing oonstraint. The liDits are 
Aill1s . 
R06. The Forest surnrrer grazing constraint . The units are AUI1s. 
R07. The private pasture constraint for the period November 
through ~y. The tiDits are Aill1s. 
ROB. The private pasture oonstraint for the period JtiDe through 
O::tober . The tiDi ts are Aill1s • 
R09. The ranch raised alfalfa hay oonstraint . The units are 
Aill1s . 
RlO. The bought alfalfa hay constraint. The liDits are Aill1s. 
Rll. The rented pasture constraint for the period Noverrber 
through May. The units are AUMs. 
Rl2. The rented pasture constraint for the period June through 
October. The units are AUNs. 
Rl3. A feed transfer rr::JN for sheep for the :p=riod November 16 
through January. The units are Aill1s. 
Rl4. A feed transfer rr::JN for sheep for the period February 
through H"3.y 15. The units are Aill-15. 
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Rl5. A feed transfer row for sheep for the period .r.1ay 16 through 
October 15. The units are AUMs. 
Rl6. A feed transfer row for sheep for the period October 16 
through Noveml::er 15 . The units are AUMs. 
Rl7. A market lamb transfer row. The unit is a 105 pound market 
lamb. 
Rl8. The BIM-Desert winter grazing constraint for sheep. The 
units are AUMs. 
Rl9. The BIM sl..limEr grazing constraint for sheep. The units are 
AUMs. 
R20. The private pasture constraint for sheep for the :p=riod 
October 16 through Noverrber 15. The units are AUMs. 
R21. The private pasture constraint for sheep for the period 
May 16 through October 15. The units are AUMs. 
R22. The ranch raised alfalfa hay constraint for sheep for the 
period Noverrber 16 through January. The units are Aill1s. 
R23. The ranch raised alfalfa hay constraint for sheep for the 
period February through I1'3.y 15 . The units are Aill~1s. 
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R24. A bought alfalfa hay constraint for sheep. The units are 
Alll1s. 
R25 . The rented pasture constraint for sheep for the period May 
16 through October 15 . The units are Al.Jl1s . 
R26. The rented pasture constraint for sheep for the period 
October 16 through Noverri:Jer 15. The units are Alll1s . 
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Awerrlix M 
Matrix of LP M:ldel Ranch So. Idaoo 
Matr;i.x of LP M::xlel Ranch So, Idaho 
Bi POl P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 P08 P09 PlO Pll Pl2 Pl3 
p 
-85.26 364.68 432 . 35 - 1.89 -3.65 -8.00 - 8.00 -15.21 - 15 . 21 -21.29 -21.29 -10.00 -10.00 
ROl 0 6.8 -1.0 
-1.0 -1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
R02 0 8.03 
-1.0 - 1.0 
-1.0 
R03 0 2.04 
- 1.0 - 1.0 
R04 0 -.53 1.0 
R05 0 -.14 1.0 
ROO 495 1.0 
R07 670 1.0 
nos 46 1.0 
ROO 455 1.0 
RIO 455 1.0 1.0 
Rll 0 1.0 1.0 
Rl2 158 1.0 
RJ3 1,027 1.0 
,_. 
... 
... 
Columns 
Cescription of Columns and Rows for the 1·1atrix 
of the LP r'bdel So. Idaho 
B. Resource and production constraints. 
POl. A oow- calf production activity. A mit of activity is 
one c=. 
P02. A """aner calf selling activity. The mit of activity is 
40.4% of a 7 rronth old heifer and 59.6% of a 7 nnnth old steer 
"""ighing 410 pomds and 430 pomds respectively . 
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P03 . A yearling calf selling activity. The unit of activity is 
40.4% of a 525 pound yearling heifer and 59 . 6% of a 575 pound 
yearling steer. 
P04. A BIM-Cesert winter grazing activity. The unit of activity 
is an AUM. 
POS. A BIM sumrrer grazing activity. The unit of activity is an 
AUM. 
P06 . A private pasture grazing activity for the period Noverri::er 
through April 15 . The unit of activity is an AUM. 
P07. A private pasture grazing activity for the period April 16 
through October. The unit of activity is an AUM. 
POB. A ranch raised alfalfa feeding activity for the period 
Noverri::er through April 15. The unit of activity is an AUM. 
P09 . A ranch raised alfalfa feeding activity for yearlings for 
the period November through 1·1arch . The unit of activity is an AUH. 
PlO. A bought alfalfa hay feeding activity for the period 
Noverri::er through April 15 . The unit of activity is an Aill1 . 
Pll. A bought alfalfa hay feeding activity for yearlings for 
the period November through Mrrch. The nnit of activity is an AU!1. 
Pl2. A rented pasture grazing activity for the period November 
through April 15. The nnit of activity is an AUM. 
Pl3 . A rented pasture grazing activity for the period April 16 
through October. The nnit of activity is an AUM. 
Rows 
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P. The objective ftmction coefficients. The tmits are dollars . 
ROl. A feed transfer row for the period November through April 
15 . The units are AUMs. 
R02 . A feed transfer row for the period April 16 through 
October. The tmi ts are AUMs. 
R03. A feed transfer reM for yearlings for the period November 
through ~·larch. 
R04. A weaner calf transfer row. The unit is 37 . 8% of a 7 m::mth 
old heifer and 62 . 2% of a 7 month old steer weighing 410 pounds and 
430 potmds respectively. 
ROS. A yearling transfer row. The unit is 50% of a 525 potmd 
yearling heifer and 50% of a 575 potmd yearling steer. 
R06 . The Blll-Cesert winter grazing =nstraint. The tmits are 
Aillls . 
R07 . The BIM surrrrer grazing =nstraint. The units are AUMs. 
ROB . The private pasture =nstraint for the period November 
through April 15 . The units are Aillls . 
R09. The private pasture =nstraint for the period April 16 
through October. The tmi ts are AUMs . 
RlO. The ranch raised alfalfa hay constraint . The units are 
AUMs . 
Rll. The oought alfalfa hay constraint. The units are AUMs. 
Rl2. The rented pasture constraint for the period November 
through April 15. The units are AlJ!.'S . 
Rl3. The rented pasture constraint for the period April 16 
through o::tober. The units are Aill1s . 
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